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RELIGIOUS VALUE OF SCIENTIFIC STUDIES.
BY LEWIS
"

True science and

Huxley, "are twin

from

the other

true

man,
says

religion,"

sure to prove

death of both.

the

Science prospers exactly in proportion as

and religion nourishes
tific

depth and firmness of

less

The

basis.

its

it is

religious,

proportion to the scien-

in exact

philosophers have been

Professor

and the separation of either

sisters,

is

the fruit

great deeds of

of their

intellect,

than of the direction of that intellect by an earnestly

Truth has yielded

ligious tone of mind.

the sky, the heavenly hosts, the

JANES.

G.

re-

itself rather to

their love, their patience, their single-heartedness, their
self-denial,

than to their logical acumen."

may

Granting that religion
scientific basis,

it is

evident,

be

think, that the

I

science should constitute an important
liberal

study

element

We

systems of religious education.

in

hear

a

of

our

much

between science
and religion; but to those who think freely and deeply,
I am convinced that there can be no such conflict. For
religion based upon science is necessarily in harmonv
days about the conflict

in these latter

with the method and procedure of science; while science
is,

religious in

as I believe, essentially

The

its

very nature.

humble, patient,

attitude of the scientific student,

— these, indeed, constitute

"So

cer, "

* *

it

far

from science being

religious than

proud

in his conceit

"

that of the dogmatic theologian,

of an infallible revelation of truth.

One of the most important

said

duties of a religious teacher,"

an able and successful clergyman of the Episcopal

Church

to

me

a short time since, "is the inculcation of

a wise agnosticism."

This

a part of the office

is

mission of science in our curriculum.

and

Science alone can

give us true conceptions of ourselves, and of the universe
in so far as

it is

revealed to us

— of our

relations to

the

world around us, and to that Infinite Power beyond all
seeing on which all things visible depend.
Science
alone can save us from the conceit of the metaphysician
and theological gnostic, by demonstrating the limitations
of the

human

and

intelligence,

presence of the Unsearchable
things belong to the

Lord

us and to our children."

;

all

insignificance

"The

Reality.

those that

the

secret

we

it

puts

know,
the glorious canopy of

All that

things therein,

in

are revealed, to

Into this ancient scripture

new and sublime meaning.
the world and

its

see and

of the

Infi-

knowing

facul-

irreligious," says

Spen-

religious,

is

profound respect

all

indeed a Universe

— that

phenomena

the
is

inasmuch

and implicit

for,

laws which underlie

One,

which

the neglect of science

is

[Science]

things."

— that

Power

all

irreligious

is

as

it

generates a

faith in, those

uniform

Teaching us

that this

things are turned into

behind, or, more properly

orderly and consistent in

its

?'«,

manifestations,

science lays broad and deep the foundations of a rational

based upon a monistic philosophy and of a trust
which is truly religious.
Whatever may have been the facts of its past history, the religion of the future, based upon science, can
no longer be divorced from ethics; and science gains
additional religious value from its profound ethical sigfaith,

nificance.

alone can illustrate the

It

unity of

essential

phenomena which we subjecnatural law in the material and in

that orderly sequence of

the moral universe.

more

15 cts.

mind and character of

a revelation

transcend the present limitations of our
ties.

tively perceive as

infinitely

Single Copies,

completeness, unless we, too, became gods, and infinitely

mission before the most insignificant

is

Three Dollars per Year

I

Power — the Absolute Reality; but how little is all
that which is seen and known to that unseen Universe
which we can never know in its essential nature and

repressing his prepossessions, standing in reverent subfact,

I

nite

is

upon

established

24, 1887.

Basis.

moral law,

like the

It

alone can demonstrate that the

laws of nature,

is

inherent

executing; that the results of wrong-doing
ble,

while

the same time

at

it

self-

affirms and illustrates the

moral growth, and of the indefinite better-

possibility of

ment and expansion of man's
nature.

and

are inevita-

The

apostle of science*

temple of rational religion.

ethical

"By

and

intellectual

the true priest in the

is

asserting the

eternal

principles of things, and the necessity of conforming to

them," says Mr. Spencer, " he proves himself

be

to

essentially religious."

The

teaching

elementary
is,

in

our

common

riculum of our
culture.

of

aspects,

There

become deeply

the

almost

natural

sciences

wholly

their

in

neglected,

schools, should be a part

as

Sunday-schools and schools of ethical
are

few children who

interested in the

will

not

readily

elementary study of

botany, geology, or natural history, or physiology
these studies

it

of the cur-

may be

;

and

so presented that the result will be

not merely an accumulation of dry

facts

in

the

child's
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may be drawn

mind, but the attention
of the

aspects

subject

—

to

the everywhere

This element-

dations of natural religion are established.

Books should be

ary teaching should usually be oral.

and rationally used, the Sacred Scriptures of the

freely

world will be found

to

be a nobler storehouse of ethical

precept and lofty personal example, which the religion

by no means

of the future can

undervalue or

afford to

neglect.

The

experiment

Object-teaching, and practical

used.

dominant

which the foun-

principle of law, order, and beauty, on

little

higher

to the

introduction of scientific methods into the study

with mineral, botanical, or zoological specimens, should

of religion, necessarily involves the complete

be adopted whenever practicable.

tion of all duplicity

The

child will thus be led naturally

to perceive

appreciate the wonderful beauty of the world

he

the integrity and perfection

lives,

which we

nature, the identity of that
sical

universe around

us,

and

in

in

of the

law

call

in

the moral

and

which

laws

of

everywhere

contact with the world, but which, in
sis,

buttresses always

ultimate analy-

its

sensible

investigating, without

any dogmatic instruction, he can hardly fail to recognize with reverent emotion the unity of the Power on
which all things depend the Power which makes for
beauty and order and righteousness in the world, whose

—

workings, though inexorable, are beneficent,

— are

bene-

The

pain,

because they are inexorable.

ficent, indeed,

much

come to apprehend as the indispenaccompaniments of that divinely natural order,
which on the obverse side appears as the Eternal Truthfulness of Nature, the exercise of which he would not interfere with if he could.
As the child-mind becomes more mature, especially
will the perception of the law of the correlation and con-

the world, he will
sable

servation of forces, and of evolution as a universal charac-

the creative processes of nature, suggest that

"all-pervading unity," efficient competency, and beneficent tendency
visible

the

of

life

and power

in

phenomena, which nourish and

ligious nature.

The

study

of science

is

and behind

satisfy the

re-

important, not

only for the actual content of information and religious
suggestion which
cause

it

it

supplies to the

mind, hut also be-

reveals the only safe and sure

investigation.

It

from the conceit
scientific

method whereby

any department of thought and

truth can be attained in

renders the mind humble, patient, free

metaphysical theologian.

of the

study of religion

itself will

and Sunday School

;

the

The

good which

is

is

free conviction

any

in

The

least

may be
who

that teacher of religion

— that

for-

per-

the honest belief of his heart

degree different from

teacher should

which he does not

never pretend

possess.

occasion, to say "I do not

query.

He

his

to

spoken word.

knowledge

a

should never fear, upon

know,"

If he doubts, he should

answer to an earnest

in

not fear to expiess his

doubt.

"There

lives

more

faith in

honest doubt,

Believe me, than in half the creeds.

Doubt and faith are two
whose substance and strength

sides
is

of the

same

shield,

Doubt

the eternal truth.

of the poor, the false, the insufficient, in prevalent creeds,
is

essential to faith in the richer, truer,

completed

state-

Doubt of miracle,
Doubt of authoris faith in the eternal order of Nature.
itative dogma, is faith in the method and results of
There is no scepticism so absolute,
scientific research.

ment of the more

or

so fatal

rational conviction.

moral and intellectual integrity,

to

as the

craven fear which questions the policy of the

frankest

and most outspoken statement of that which

by heart

is

and mind confessed as truth. The teacher of science
never doubts this assertion; the teacher of religion often
does, apparently, even though he call himself a ReligLet him learn from the apostle of science.
introduce
the scientific method into his teaching.
him
Let
shall
lead the world out of error and superdoing,
he
So
ious Liberal.

wealth and beauty and satisfaction of

stition into the

the Truth.

New

Testament
phrase, as when it appears in the guise of Paganism!
Mohammedanism, Mormonism, or Buddhism. Thus
presents itself in Old or

THE DEATH PENALTY.

in the ethnic

and the various Christian sects will be sought
and recognized, while the evil and superstition which
have accompanied all the historical manifestations of the
religious sentiment will be as frankly admitted and reit

woe unto

thus naturally super-

religions

buked when

and truthfulness

mits his pupil to see that he withholds aught of his full

and

sede the catechisms and dogmatic instruction of the pulpit

teacher, as the percep-

of a

of incompetence, in other respects,

given; but

the suffering, the physical imperfection and moral evil in

teristic of

work

intuitive,

certainly and

which should be the eternal foundation of the relationMuch of ignorance,
ship between teacher and pupil.

our sensible

upon the Unseen, defying

Thus thoughtfully

examination.

in

instantly discredit the

so

universe

—

to us

Children are ready, almost

readers of character, and nothing will

tion of a lack of that absolute frankness

He will learn to think deeply and reverently
concerning the " mystery of matter," that objective
which appeals

with our children.

renuncia-

our dealings

in

the phy-

within us.

reality

and lack of sincerity

IiY A.

M. GKIFFEN.

an element per se should form no
part of the animus, or motive, of the criminal law; and
resorting
it should be clearly understood that society in

Punishment

to

as

compulsory measures

in

dealing with

its

criminals

is

members; that it
aims to secure that protection, first, by sequestration of
the criminal, and, secondly, by adaptation of its methods
only acting for the protection of

its
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and forms of procedure
agencies

religious

to those educational,

whose

object

is

Moral guilt as such should be no concern of the

The man

criminal statute.

moral guilt

is

individual.

should be judged solely by

is

ation and crime itself

is

the events of history.

the prerogative of the conscience of the

ary laws of England.

It is,

upon

society.

Because the edge of conscience becomes blunted, and the
pain it inflicts ceases to be sharp enough, the interests of society
are compromised in such a manner that external and material
pain must be added by human law to the purely internal and
The external law and
spiritual pain which follows wrong-doing.
punishment, must, however, be modeled on the internal law and
punishment. The voice of the judge without should correspond
to what would be the voice of the judge within, were it allowed to
be clearlv heard. Otherwise penal law must be the expression of
But since penal law should thus as
arbitrariness or vengeance.
far as possible be the representative of conscience, it should have
the same ends the amendment of the offender and the protection
of society. The amendment of the offender is to be kept in view

—

can be hoped for; but although this may be hopeless
on criminals as far but not

as long as

it

society

entitled to inflict suffering

farther than

may

be required for

Punishment which

is

its self

protection." *

visited "for

vicarious, unjustifiable in itself and

by

an appreciable extent,

to

punishment

•Tf the dreadful punishment of death could repress a crime,

is

results,

is

is

and when

simply gratuitous

the 'commercial interests,' or rather to the great idol of
*
*
*
And yet all this waste of life all

called

—

mammon!

work of extermination, does not prevent

this

Rhode

capital

Michigan and Wispunishment was abolished from
Island,

human life is as
Union, and much more

any degree the

in

perpetual recurrence of the crime and the perpetual exhibition of
similar acts of human sacrifice." *
If,
is

which

then, exemplary punishment,

theoretically

intended solely for the protection of society,

is

not

by results, under what conception of justice is
such punishment permissible? It will hardly be said
justified

that justice

may be

at heart

law

men presum-

deterred from crime which

not certain they ever will commit.

of the penal

to frighten

men

If

it

we

anew

to turn

it

be the object

into the suppression of

— and when

capital

punishment

prescribed as a menace, such only can be the object,

ought

life

demonstrated by an overt act

has

bad, shall be destroyed that other

is

ably bad
is

the abstract contemplates that the

in

man who

of one

-J-

where

agent of demoraliz-

a positive

conclusively demonstrated by
Take, for example, the sanguinSays the Morning Herald, pub-

their criminal instincts,

In the states of

in

a proposition that

how effectually ought forgery to be repressed! What hecatomb-,
of human victims have been offered up upon the scaffold to what

that he

example's sake"

cruelty.

consin,

is

lished in April, 1830:

however,

"

carried

but a negative agent

is

humanity

for any class of crime

Punishment of

the effects of his acts

is

in itself

the civilizing process of

will hardly be questioned; but that excessive

mankind.
.

That punishment

moral and

the betterment of

573

is

— then

back the pages of history and inaugu-

the terrors of the wheel, the rack, the thumb-

twenty-five to thirty-five years ago,

rate

secure as in other states of the

screw and other instruments of torture, that the example
may indeed be a lesson and a warning to all. Says
Rev. Mr. Brayton:

where the death penalty is in force.
In Switzerland, that model and most peaceful repub-

so than in

lic

some

states

of the old world, capital

punishment from 1879

the present has existed as a legal enactment

in

to

but eight

of the twenty-five cantons; and in Belgium, Prussia,
Bavaria,

Denmark and Sweden, though

by law,

its

not abolished

enforcement has practically ceased.

France, where

in

So, in

one year there were one hundred and

twenty six convictions formurder and but four execuand in Italy, where a similiar proportion of executions to convictions is found, the same evidence of the
decadence of this mistaken policy is afforded. Likewise
in Austria, capital punishments have for man)- years been
exceedingly rare. In the Kingdom of Netherlands the
death penalty was abolished in the year 1870, and in
tions,

18S1, when an effort was made by
Chamber to re-enact the penalty, the
stated

that

a minority of the

Minister of Justice

"the convictions for crime which merited

death, according to the law in force

up

to that time, in

the ten years immediately following the abolition of capital

punishment, were fifty-seven

in

number, while the

number of those condemned to death in the ten years
immediately preceding was eighty-two." J
* Prof. Fraser's Vico, Blackwood's Philosophical Classics, p. 159.

f Cf. "Remarks on Criminal Law," by Thos. Jevons,
% Appletons' Annual Cyc, iSSl, Vol. VI., p. 627.

1S3J, pp. 19, ]!.

"True
Its

sions.

iustice has wider sweep than our wisdom or our pasdemands are not answered when we have struck the

retaliatory blow.

It

heeds not the timidity of our selfish

the clamor of our revengeful cry.

the criminal as well, and
of

all

is

in

It

its

doom,

—

it

is

nor

quality the clear intermingling

the holy attributes of God.

hopeless

fear,

comprehends the welfare of

True

justice drives

not satisfied with penalty

—

—

it

no man

to

does not

smother penitence its demand is righteous; and by all its penalties
and pains it unbars the way and impels and leads the penitents to
When our humanity, in its too slow evolution from
return.
barbarism, shall attain to this pure ideal of justice it will no longer
be satisfied with the brutal clamor of blood for blood." j-

The
Union

fact that executions in

arc had in "private"

sons in witness,

—

is

many

— that

is,

of the states of our

with but few per-

a virtual concession that their effect

upon the general public is detrimental to the public good,
and that as an example they are of no value in the preIf, however, the example were not
vention of crime.
pernicious, or productive rather than preventive of crime,
a full

and complete knowledge of

details

would seem

to

be the best possible means of impressing the mind with
the lesson sought to be conveyed, and certainly those
*"The Punishment of Death. A Selection of Articles from the Morning;
Herald," London, 1836, Vol. I., p. 23.
t See Sermon delivered at Auburn, N. V., August 30, 1SS5, and published
in

The Morning

Dispatch, of Auburn, Aug. 31, 1SS5.

—
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needing the lesson most ought, properly,
to reccie it in its most effective form.

The

to

he permitted

conception of

human

when men

swayed and governed by strong impulse

are

nature.

It

assumes that

falsely

and passion they are still capable of calmly balancing
cause and effect and by logical process reaching as sound
conclusions as when under the stimulus of the milder imIt takes no account of the most
pulses of human nature.
patent of mental facts
intellects the

all

criminals,

— that

most

the undeveloped intellect

is

egotistic; that all premeditative

when contemplating

the commission of crime,

delude themselves with the idea that they are so shrewd
as to escape detection, and hence believe that what may

have befallen a comrade in crime would not have happened to themselves because of their superior cunning and
It also mistakes true premises in assuming that
ability.

mind

the criminal

is

between the moral quality of the motive involved in
man by process of law, and that of
motive which prompts a murder committed by an

the killing of a

individual.

again falsely assumes that in

It

the most powerful

the fear of death

is

whereas

known

little

well

is

it

or no

influence

all

men

of incentives,

that the thought of death has

upon the mind of

health unless death

robust

itself

person

a

in

be immediately appre-

hended.

"The

well-established fact," says

there are

at least

Mr. Bovee, "that

seven suicides to one homicide, attests

the truthfulness of the proposition, that

And

a burden."

tham
"

existence
edness.

is

the

life is

oftentimes

same author quotes Jeremy Ben-

only a melancholy combination of all kinds of wretch,
In all such cases, then, the dread of death has been inefis

What,

then,
its

is

the positive lesson

destruction of

which the

human

No,

and

itself

a direct contradiction of the idea.

inviolability of that life?

of that parent

who

should

Is

life?

sanctity

wrong

tell

to eat of certain forbidden fruit,

civic
it

law

of the

for the act

What would
his child

it

is

and then proceed

to illustrate the teaching by partaking of the fruit him-

law itself sets the example of destruction,
and sufficient reasons, must that not be the
good
albeit for
individuals, for reasons, sufficient unto
which
example
themselves, will most likely imitate? Says Mr. Bray ton:
If the

self?

A

Paris executioner, during his term of office

in

Howard

has often been noticed that executions have been imme-

1S70, shortly alter the execution of

Tropmann

For example,
at

Paris for a

peculiarly atrocious murder, several similar cases of wholesale

slaughter occurred, including the seven-fold murder at Uxbridge.
Similarly, in 1S67, the execution of three Fenians at Manchester

was followed within three "weeks by the abominable
at Clerkenwell, which sacrificed many lives." *
" When men were hung up by the dozens for forging onepound Bank of England notes, the crime did not diminish it increased; though many were cut off at Old Bailey Sessions, many
*

*

*

Fenian explosion

—

—

escaped
to

all

punishment, through the humane repugnance of juries

send them in shoals to the scaffold."

"f

The criminal in intent, witnessing the destruction of
human life by society for self-protection, believes that
he too may kill his enemies; moreover, the act is one
which meets the sanction of

his

moral nature,

it

is

in

perfect accord with the activities of his mind, and hence

he

unable to appreciate

is

its

"

force as a

The spectacle of a public execution

into few, except

those

who

menace

instituted

Said Arcbishop Whately:

for his particular benefit.

are

strikes terror,

I

apprehend,

not of a character to

commit

most minds, a feeling of sympathy
*
*
*
with the culprit;
and a feeling not merely of
pity, but rather of admiration and emulation is excited in some by
that kind of triumphant penitence which is displayed by many
and in some, again, by the unbending hardihood exhibited by
others.
The idea of a public death by the hand of the executioner,
is shocking in the way of disgrace, to those chiefly who are of a
different description from such as need to be deterred from crime
by the apprehension of capital punishment." J
" He who goes no further than bare justice stops at the
heinous offenses.

It

creates, in

beginning of virtue."

"No

obligation

to justice

use the sharpest sentence.

and

to

does force a

A just

everything; and then,

if

man

man

to be cruel, or to

does justice to every

man

he also be wise, he knows there

is

a

mercy and compassion due to the infirmities of man's nature; and that is to be paid; and he that is cruel and ungentle to a
sinning ptrson, and does the worst to him, dies in his debt and is
unjust."

The death penalty is, by some, sought to be justified
upon the ground that it fulfills the idea of retributive
justice, which again is thought to be justifiable on religious grounds.
Retribution signifies "to pay back," "to
return in equal measure"
not good for evil, but evil for
evil.
But to attempt to carry out the so-called retributive justice by legal enactments, is to attempt the vindication of a metaphysical dogma in which society, as such,
Society has no concern
can have no possible interest.

—

for the vindication of abstract principles.

busy

Rev. Mr. Roberts of England conversed

If

134, 137.

its

*

%

It

has only to

with the moral, intellectual and social hap-

members.

such were the constitution of things that the

broken law of
t

" Reasons for Abolishing; Capital Punishment," 1S73, pp.

itself

piness of

hung twenty

murderers, who, as he said, had been constant attendants at his
gibbetting matinees.
'

the

debt of

teaches by

be said

of

Says Jeremy Taylor:

Thus, when Swedenborg declares that " evil punishes
itself," and Emerson that "crime and punishment grow
out of one stem," do they utter truth of solemn import
to all transgressors of the moral law.

"

" It

the situation of a majority of malefactors, that their

fectual." *

is

Tallack, secretary

diately followed by an unusual 'crop' of murders.

as saying:

Such

William

Association, relates that

capable of appreciating the distinc-

tion

a

Mr.

men

apparently founded upon a mis-

is

with one hundred and sixty seven convicts under sentence of
all of whom but three had witnessed executions."

death,

supposition that capital punishment deters

from homicidal crime

of

;

justice

might only be mended or

" Humanity and Humanitarianism?" 1S71, p. 28.
" The Punishment of Death," Vol. II., p. 56.
" Thoughts on Secondary Punishments," 1S32, p.

45.

satisfied

THE OPEN
by the death of the murderer, he would sooner or later
a victim to the destroying vengeance of his own
conscience.
But not so. The principle of true justice,

fall

playing

economy

part in the divine

its

motion the keen blade of conscience
end, that the offender

sole

him such

of being, sets

to the end,

within

him upon that higher
where he cannot, because
he would not, do wrong to any man.
In accordance with the Greek idea of " fate,"change

a

as shall place

and truer plane of moral

Such

life

A crime committed by an individual is to be viewed as an outrage
upon himself, and the doom which threatens him in consequence,
is not a mere punishment inflicted by a foreign hand, but the counterpart of his own deed. In slaying his victim, the murderer thinks he
has removed an enemy, and enlarged his own life; but really it is
one life that is in him and his victim, and in striking at another
he has struck at himself. What threatens him, therefore, as his
fate, is just his own life made by his deed into a stranger and an
enemy. This he cannot slay. It is immortal and rises from its grave
as an awful spectre
a Clytemnesira which arouses the Eumenides against him; a Banquo's ghost 'which is not annihilated by
"

moment

after takes its seat at the

but the spontaneous protest of hu-

is

against a

itself

ruthless

invasion

of

own

its

sanctity.

Capital punishment

whose

evil

the last vestige of/e.v taliom's,

is

The

barbarous past.

spirit ruled a

doctrine

of an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, flagellation and

forms of torture, has been weighed

all

"a

for a life," smacks of the

life

ing savagery;

finds

it

balance of

in the

" Blood for blood,"

experience and been found wanting.

same brutal and

revolt-

origin and sustenance in the

its

passion of revenge; and the law of civilization having,
for politic and humanitarian reasons, discarded the other
forms of the barbaric law, this likewise, and for the same

more

reasons, should be laid aside for a

just

and humane

system which shall not despair of the ultimate reclamation of the

most depraved and wicked of human beings.
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a feeling

manity

in

and the

may have wrought
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The

banquet, not as

ADAMS.

C.

invention of machinery has had a vast influence

has tried to destroy, and hence

upon the employment of human labor. Its first effect
was to substitute the unskilled for the skilled laborer,
whose work was performed by the machine.
As
invention proceeded, it was found that the cheaper
labor of women could replace that of men, and as

for that

greater efficiency

a sharer of the meal, but as an evil spirit for Macbeth."

"Just this however, that the penalty is not externally imposed
by law, but is simply the fate of the criminal, the recoil ot his deed

upon himself, makes atonement
the criminal

is

The guilty conscience of
own life is in that which he

possible.

his recognition that his

it must pass into a longing regret
which he has thus lost. The criminal, therefore, feels an
awe before the fate that weighs upon him, which is quite different from the fear of punishment; for the fear of punishment is the
fear of something foreign to him, and the prayers that would
avert it are slavish.
His fear of fate, on the other hand, is a terror before himself, a consciousness of the agony of divided life,
and his prayers to it are not supplications to a master,
but rather the begining of a return to the estranged self.
Hence,
in this recognition of that which is lost as life, and as his own life,

lie6 the possibility of the

complete recovery of

it.

It is

the begin-

ning of that love in which life is restored to itself, and fate is
in which 'the stings of conscience are blunted, and

reconciled

—

the evil spirit
If

is

not only so, but

it;

if

it

it

is

an

act of justice to enforce

be necessary for the protection

and safe-keeping of society,

its

men. But what of this wretched
law of capital punishment? The act of taking human
life, even under the sanction of law, is so despicable in
itself that the hand that performs the deed instinctively
recognition of

all

shuns the light of day and the gaze of men.

So has

it

The

is something impure
and defiling
one which may be traced through
many ages; and executioners, as the ministers of the law, have
been from very ancient times regarded as unholy.
In both
Greece and Rome, the law compelled them to live outside the
walls, and at Rhodes they were never permitted even to enter the

"

in

notion that there

a just execution,

is

city." f

Hegel

in Blackwood's Philosophical Classics, p.
f Lecky's European Morals, 1S77, Vol. II., p. 39.

*

it

A

are superseded.

suggested to us

in the

found that children

is

men and

and both

change

further

employment

already

is

We

of animals.

hear of horses and dogs being trained to perform routine

work, and
panzees

in

Africa and

stories are told of the

in

employment of chim-

simpler forms of farm work, both in

the

the

proaches perfection

United States. As machinery apit is not improbable that animals may

replace the children in the performance of

chine, and thus the sphere of

some

of the

27.

human

may be

labor

still

further restricted.

The

great distress that

caused

is

by these changes

during the periods when adaptation to the
tions

is

being accomplished

new

what

is

in the fully

populated

less difficult in the

newer

number of

the

The

countt'ies.

lead

unem-

solution

countries, as the opportunity

employment

of the primitive forms

and

is

agriculture

may

will be the solution of the question as to

the maintenance of the increasing

ployed

condi-

by the painful process of

natural selection in the struggle for existence,

us to ask

for the

ever been.
even

women

enforcement becomes

most honorable, praiseworthy and benevolent, and those
engaged therein should receive the honorable and grateful

attained

automatic motions that alone are needed to aid the ma-

expelled from the deed.'" *

a penalty be just,

is

perform the needed labor,

can

construction

of

labor in

more extended

although the completion of machinery

is

there,

already seri-

man in those spheres.
Some already apparent solutions of the difficulty
may be noticed.
The great increase of machinery calls for the em-

ously threatening

ployment of more people in the higher capacities of
managing and distributing, and thus stimu-

designing,
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toward a

lates the education of the unskilled laborer

The

ness for such employments.

fit-

greater cheapness of

machine products vastly increases consumption, and so
adds to the openings

power

to

in these

ening of the hours of labor, thus lessening daily
in

some

cases increasing the

part of the difficulty

mand

workers

for

is

toil

number of workers.

who have

treated the

Some such

opportunity to do

is

questionable

larged spheres for

ventor

is

work

in

other directions, as the

constantly invading

intellectual field> of effort.

all

may soon be

laborer

The compositor

is

threatened

is

replaced by the phonograph; the

being supplemented by the steam dredge, der-

and hod-lifter; the messenger

rick

is

outraced by the

telephone; a thousand girls were lately discharged from

London book-binderies by

the

machine, and so on,
is

to

in

the introduction of one

every sphere of work, invention

making the demand for human labor less. What is
be done with the unemployed?
How can they escape

the alternatives of starvation or pauperism

?

The

only

answer is, Find them employment that will secure the
means of support. But how can this be done when
there is no demand for extra labor?
Before replying,
let us ask, why is there no demand?
Are all the wants
of mankind satisfied?
Are machines and lands producing all that the world desires to consume?
No, everywhere is unsatisfied longing and a demand for labor
that, if answered, would not leave an idle person in the
world. The reason why the demand is not answered is
because the opportunities for labor are controlled by individuals who will not permit them to be used except
for their own private profit.
There is the cause; and
the remedy lies in giving free opportunity for men to
labor for their own full benefit.
This can be done when
the people collectively produce

and there

use,

gain.

is

all

things for their

no longer production

for

own

individual

Then, each worker for the community

with the producers

human need

is

insatiable

the needs of

and increases up

all

will re-

to the limit of

opportunity.

every person should work, and the demand for supwas not stimulated by vanity and vice, a few hours
of daily labor would suffice to provide sustenance and
comfort for all, each worker would be considered to have
earned the right to receive all that was needed for consumption and use, and all who were unable to work
would have their wants freely supplied. This is the
If

plies

much

as competition

number of workers and affording leisure
body and mind.
Let the community take over those industries that

are poorly conducted for private gain, enlarging their

operations by giving cheaper and better service.

was furnished

cost,

at

gas

If

every house might have

it;

if

more cheaply and extensively
provided, multitudes would ride; if telegraphing and
telephoning were made as cheap as the postal service, a
corresponding increase in use would occur; if railroads
and steamboats were run by the people for the people,
travel and freighting would grow enormously; if the
street-car travel could be

production and distribution of clothing and food staples

were controlled by the community, the greater cheapness would add vastly to consumption.
So in all
branches of industry increase and cheapen the supply,
and enlarged consumption will call for more workers,
and thus the inroads of machinery may be met.
How long will the people consent to pay high prices
;

for poor services, in order that dividends

may

upon watered stocks and extravagant outlays
be only

until

they are sufficiently educated

the remedy' for the

fit,

ills

The remedy

lessly.

is

Such

a

change

be paid
It

will

to perceive

they bear so patiently and need-

— do things for the people's benemay

in society

be called a millennial

from realization to be worth considerBut the change can be made in a generation

dream, and too
ation.

far

.

Enforce

free, secular education

and adopt the principle

of replacing private competition and

by

?

not for investors' profit.

collective co-operation for use,

monopoly

for gain

and thirty years would

see society reformed.

Many

if

as

other regions will permit, thus

in

for culture of

and none

that he needs, and

that shall supply

increasing the

supplied, there will never be an excess of workers, for

all

to find an

public needs.

are to be

ceive

work be unable

employment

the municipality furnish

in-

but the most subtile

with discharge by the machine type-setter; the amanuensis

to

If private occupations are filled, let

so.

Shorten the hours of labor

whether under the present
system of employment the steadily decreasing demands
for ordinary labor can be met by the opening of enit

measures are the following:

practical

Let no person anxious

subject of "labor-making machinery."

But

exist-

that direction.

Thus,

or enlarged departments, as

those writers

be forecast as

But though impracticable now,
there is no reason why it should not be recognized as the
desired end, and measures be adopted that would lead in
ing in the distant future.

and

overcome by the increased de-

new

in

shown by

has been

The

higher occupations.

supply demand readily tends also to the short-

may

ideal condition of society that

growth

show that this era is rapidly approaching,
more significant then the much abhorred

signs

of

is

monopoly.

tion of industries

now

The

concentration and combina-

being promoted by rings, trusts

and stock companies, though prompted by selfish greed,
way for the assumption of these

are really preparing the
enterprises

by the community

as

soon as the people see

the opportunity for carrying

them on for

their

own

now do the
their own gain,

postal service.

The

able

benefit,

men,

as

who

they
for

are

now

uniting,

harmon-

izing and economizing the great enterprises, are uncon-

—

:
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for
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on many a pretentious

edifice

and engraved on not

a

few well-meaning but too zealous hearts.

The

of a country can he operated successfully under a central

which need no

which most

management, they have shown

is

bite into the soul, are nut

it

"The wind

munitv.

they fully prove that an entire industry

that

nationalization

its

practicable.

To

repeat and condense the ideas here expressed,

may be said
The cause

of poverty

is

the lack of remunerative

employment.

The
able

reason for scarcity of

work

who

to those

money,

the

employment

not undertaken unless

is

means

control the

for

is

that desir-

will yield a profit

it

its

land, buildings or instruments needed for

The way

increase

to

employment

is

to

have

all

sit

in

*
*
*
bloweth where it listeth,
and
"'
is
is
horn
of
spirit
an
everyone
that
the
aphorism
so is
of wider application than its enunciator intended, and
even in these days of scientific prying has not quite lost

and win

high

a

too

pre-arrangement

for

enlightens

expenditure of midnight

— the

without

attained

is

oil.

we

In short, the two virtues that

needed things produced for use and not for gain.

man —

his discipline in the collision

subtle

that truly

to victory

college-rolls, but the

in

pi. ice

man — gains

influences

of

and cram may lead hosts

Drill

significance.

illumination

production.

down

any school-book,
and come from the "golden mouth" of no licensed orator.

the individual

performance,

repetition, or the homilies

lessons

are in danger of

for the peo-

losing in a competitive and hurried epoch are the virtues

combined nationally or muncipally, to take control
enterprises employing labor. As they have already
of
done with the post-office, they should do with water
and fuel supplies, gas, telegraphs, railroads, factories, and"

of genuine thought and of patient mastery of principles

The way

to secure

production for use

is

ple,

all

in time, as fitness indicates,

Employment

for

all

with

may

all

we

industries.

be secured by shortening

who work

should receive the means of a com-

Education, and the inculcation of the substitution of
universal co-operation in the place of individual competifor

men to make use of the
change now being prepared by

prepare

gain, will

opportunities for the

of bustle,

life

official

— anything,
tree,

have dealt

a final

wise words,

when

them.

poison simulates wholesome food or a

hasty step would conduct to inevitable ruin.
last

it

is,

that

much

precious time

is

wasted

Certain at
in

most

lives

which
there is no proper faculty, and in endeavoring to walk
according to the rigid pattern of some approved posturein trying to

assimilate alleged

good things

for

master.

The

pedagogue is indeed much
narrower than professional vanity would have it supfunction

of

the

moment on

if

one

reflect for a

the hebdomadal ethical seed that

erously scattered, and consider

how

little

of

it

is

so gen-

takes root

blow

can

How

often do

ence to
to

the

is

his

head

patiently, trace evils to

that

second-hand

till

thinking.

we

discover

realize the experience of retill

it

is

known by

simple question

or a definition of

it,

wrong.

belief

not truths for us

we

our astonishment that

its

is

rote,

and

put in refer-

terms be required,

we have merely been

we

find

carrying

—

about with us a piece of verbal lumber that it never has
been knowledge to us, although it might have been
knowledge, and important knowledge too, to some longOn the other hand, seemingly dead
forgotten student.
knowledge may all at once quicken into life through

we cannot analyze, and what we
had hitherto regarded as a conjurer's empty verbiage
suddenly appears to contain a spell that might move a
strange influences which

world.
'•Old things need not be therefore fine,

O

brother men, nor yet the new,"

chants the sagacious Clough

new and

old have

— and

each several learner, and what to

There

a small

supposed

is

to

for this reason, that

chronology of
you may be traditional

reference really to the

"Let us not teach and preach so much," the poet's
very sensible monition, might with advantage be nailed

its

sounder than

is

still

at a giant

when some

me may

pay

sit

peating some stock phrase

then one day,

doctrine to

to

this hospital, agitate

dispense with independent

cost.

and can be said

but

call truths are

posed, and the utility of express didactics in regard to

conduct must be amazingly small

whose heart

mistaken

less

What we

enlightened only interfering with their admonitions and

— he must endow

in short,

knowledge
BY WILLfAM CHATTERTOX COUPLAND.

believes in anything

and then apply the axe to the root of the
thereby saving the waste of energy which might

No

There is not a little to be said for what may be called
the Non- regulative Educational Principle, or the method
of allowing the growing mind to seek its own element,
and to take its own direction, the more experienced and

The average

grain.

their sources,

the combination of industries.

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY.

heads with

for that charity-bill, clamor for the latest device of some

goverment

fortable support.

tion

are sowing tares or useful
Englishman or American hardly

but a

the hours of labor and increasing production.

All

We stock our

before proceeding to practice.

scraps of information and imagine we know ; we are so
eager to "be up and doing " that we reck little whether

be original discovery.

word, the significance of which is
be patent to the meanest intelligence, and

—
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what it is supposed to stand for is
That word
peculiar work of a sane mind.

the possession of

taken as the
real.

is

Is

question — "Is

not an almost hourly

it

this

What are we not all aiming at but to
grasp the real? And what greater slur can we cast
upon a fellow- man than to aver that his life is spent
among things that are not real, — in all the applications
taking it for granted that we ourselves and everybody
else know so well what we were talking about that it

as a

And

yet there

no term in the vocabulary
more curious fate, being a

is

of mankind that has had a

very Proteus for the forms
consciousness; so
to stand

upon

has taken to the reflective

it

much

so indeed that

head

as

its

it

made

has been

were, and signifies to this

it

eminent thinker the precise contrary it imports to that
one, so that the reproach of one age or school has been the
glory of another. And this, notwithstanding complete
unanimity

what the word

as to

is

wanted

ing that prompts to the verbal sign

is

for

—the

feel-

what-

identical at

that are these facts to

Are

ourselves?

cannot be

by

all

general term

this

is

the subtile entity that

is

always eluding our embrace.
Shall we cut short at once the discussion, and say
the matter is of private interpretation, and as we do not
insist upon all the world having the same dreams, so a
man's waking creed
rational practice

—

— that

which

must

vided he has the courage of his opinions he
for

criticism,

less a

still

which the answer merely
quest of

in

oughly
is

with that which is
mental and ultimate

is

to

precisely

life.

It

plays

sum

a part in the

but a very subordinate part, and a

we

are

thor-

from, that dream-

total

of experience,

part that

we do

not

mankind having always
rt garded him who takes too much account of his "dreams'
somewhat as the opium-eattr, who loses moral fibre in

care to dwell upon, the mass of

proportion as he partakes of the
there
that

is

no getting quit of

fashion

this

fatal

thug.

trouhlesome question

mere turning aside
There are people, who, when a topic
by

a

broached, are apt to b
is

ojcupy the

that to deal
is

with soul and the substantial

word Fact

of this sort

quite

is

is

enough

intellect in the field of palpable observation;

with facts and the relative of facts (positive
man so far as he chooses to be
all,

and

Glib words

that

— words

metaphysics are waste of
that

have

a

in

time and objects in

at least

If such be the intention, the

?

must be dropped out of the

discussion,

for no reading of Fact yet given can make it coincident
with the Seeming; and this "seeming" if inserted into

exhortation

fervid

the

the lover of

to

common-sense

will be the rose that does not smell as sweet.

To

be

plain

Belief that

a

new

— there

—

a

is

beginning

is

Progress

Scientific

to

superstition

impair

superstition

a

may one day be

— the

Modern

of

the blessings
like

that,

of

older

a formidable foe to the free

finality-spirit that

intellectual

system attains

ever shows
to

itself

when

What

power.

the

dogmas have been to the Church, attempts
book of developments at a certain chapter,
because its readers were too blind to see anything but
blank pages beyond, such a baneful agency may become

stereotyped

to close the

Coherence and system are excellent

may

be purchased

welcome
all

ring of self-

too high a rate.

at

its

presence.

things, hut they

All

men would

a neat and rounded-off theory of the world, an

sufficing

creed that could stand battering

without losing

its

essential

in

detail

completeness, a doctrine so

down on our beds and be
would smile on no prophet
manger who might displace our spiritual

satisfactory that

we

could lay

certain that to-morrow's sun

born

in a

centre and establish

a

new

order of convictions that

would disarrange customary values and confuse our gold
with dross.
Is

it

apostacy from genuine free-thought to cry "

No

even though the finality be that of a methodized
common-sense?" Rational the creed of the future will
finality,

be inevitably, but what

is

the test of rationality?

creed wholly without fiction or myth; but where
scientific

of the eye.

the task of

theoretical at

energy.

in

initated and to ex laim that life

too brief for such inquiries; that there

science)

fancy

must he wrestled with until he
he will not melt out of our sight like

—

a spectral illusion

to

I

— the an^el

gives his hlessing

—with events

has had no instrument fine enough to detect

which we wish most

to be saved

only

space, with flesh and blood, properties and attributes, not

To

reduce us to the incoherence of idiotcy.

what we want

is

no object

from " dreams. " In fact, the dream
and to throw the two into the same

just the not-real,

is

is

conversion?

simply, that the idea

is

precisely that

is

f<>r

intended by the substitution of

an impirical creed that refuses to sound depths that are
assumed to be vacant of life because the latest explorer

his

to distinguish

cate«or\
It

subject

is it

and pro-

underlie

also private and individual,

is

which we are to confine
same mysteries which

derivative and secondary, not funda-

future race

for

hollow

slightly

terms to emphasize a protest that man's concern

superstitions,

sought to be fixed once

is

all that,

Reality be obscure, every Fact

If

Or

plain.

but what

the thought that

they not the

baffled us before?

ever stage ofintellectu.il culture the mind has arrived,
is

highly composing logically,

is

steady scrutiny quickly shows.

little

For

1 ''

thought.

that

especially in a busy age, but, for

object real?'

hardly ever occurs to us to give the matter a moment's

them

sufficiency about

puritan

who

has

renounced for

is

ever

A
our
all

mythology? A creed whose God is
whose Law of Duty is obligatory because its function
can be felt and seen but is there no infusion of the Ideal
Real, and where is the
in every conception of the
sanction that can say arrest the suicide's arm?
consider it no mark of Progress to narrow the
I
range of human speculation. It is a mark of progress
not to confuse distinct provinces of knowledge, to require
a Real Being, and

;

—
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a critique of the faculty of

every claimant for a place

Real; but

it

knowledge

scrutinize

itself, to

ranks of the genuinely

in the

no mark of Progress, no sign of better

is

self-knowledge to close the eves that are shamming

with the

consciousness,

threatens

to

disturb

to

harmony

Is

older creeds

a

superficial

can look

accountable for some strange vagaries before now.

satisfy the

vision,

endeavoring

of the times, the Intellectual

to read the signs

Creed now demanded

the

is

longing to

that only where change was not, could True
Being be; that Reality was out of all experience was
supernatural.
Had there been no race to rear, no land
to till, no cities to build, such a creed of pure Intellectualism might have won acceptance.
It gained adherents,
and still continues to flourish where the clanking forge

clusion

—

is

unheard,

in

the serenity of the cloister

thoughts are profane

— not where

where common

merchants congregate

but where the secular thought for the time

and the only speech

is

Anything but strange

that of the
is it

hjmn

is

ignored,

and the prayer.

therefore, that as the energies

to

b- found in
ol

the

attempted co-ordination of the

finite

knowledge?

creed that

Is a

we

coming Age? What answer do s experience
Are the old blessings deserted? Is the decay of
Theology in direct ratio to the spread of Science? is the

satisfaction?

in a world that was ever changing, that never
remained for one moment the same, rushed to the con-

the

give?

The

themselves

the

round, that has no intractable remainder, to

all

marriage of Transcendentalism and Positive Knowledge.
higher minds of an older time, trying to steady

an litre

of the transcendental elem nts

and the

present results of

existence for the reason that similar emotions have been

To my groping

away

striving

of

— and

then the solution of the problem

the shearing

that

of John

Father.

the form ot a

every

silence

the

in

the Spiritualism

in

Supreme that dies without Resurrection is hardly
S>u of God who dwells forever at the right hand oi

hearing to certain questions

Infinite, to refuse a

because every answer must be clothed
finite

expression
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Is

peer behind

Or

not Science itself

coming

Unknown Power?
universe that

the

dying of lack

veil

are not the facts just the other

Is

to raise

its

own

holds the lives of myraids?

still

an

altar to

Unseen Universe-

an

not

of

way i

In

the

the

—

day ghosts do not appear in a world when- all
is Natural there should be noroom tor owe.
Yet, voices
are still subdued in the Chamber of Death, and there
light of

are organ-tones that

stir

strange depths which no social

To

experience ever reaches.
as

"Survivals"

is

describe these and the like

of what?

not to explain Survivals

Survivals of primitive tendencies that have never been

wanting

the

to

race

— tendencies

enshrouding tue Finite, yearnings

morning and soar

far above

the

see

to

Infinite

wings of

to tike the

the clatter of the terrestial

unsuspected

home and its ever-renewed disappointmen s.
Now, suppose we cancel the denials of both Old and
New Catholic affirm with the one that we are children

order in the mutations of the supposed inert physical

of Caste and Heirs of Terrestial Ages, having no power

world, that they shall see only emptiness where their

of love but for our kith and kin, and counting

are

diverted

into channels

occupations of

altogether

alien

the Church, as attention

objects of sense, as

alone saw

men come

to

is

find an

from the

claimed by

and that the Real should
become synonymous with the Concrete, the Apparent,
fathers

the Ever-moving.

palaces,

If the Christian

Church essayed

methodize Trancendentalism, disparaged the
as but a flitting of

shadows, a

sort of drudge's

would be speedily exchanged
Humanitarian creed exalts the
forbids

its

to

terrestial life

doom

that

for a courtly career, the
earth-life,

and permptorily

members to indulge imagination where sense
So persuaded of its truth is this way of

furnishes no clue.

thinking that

it

sees the essence of the old creed in

newer system, and declares

that the

God which

its

the

—

and an

act of

and be spent

— yet

for

declare

the

it

first

with

that

fit

other

the
into

say,

1

to be called

we make

however, plausible.

Nothing

is

is,

ever gained by attempts

between the
Transcendentalist conception of a princely and spaceless
realm inhabited by pure spirit, and a world that is only
made of human consciousness there is no point of contact.
The Hagiolatry of the Mediaeval Church was a lapse
from the purity the old religion, which finds its true

to

slur

fundamental

differences;

and

is

alone woithy

he looking back to abandoned positions and

a compromise that is factitious and uncalled
answer No, neither the one nor t e other. The
position has not been maint lined, and theieforec nnot
be abandoned; and so far from being a welding together

of heterogeneous materials

such painful identification of contradictories

angel-biowed man,

attempting

destroyers!

No

last

so bold as to affirm that the

Permanent and Transient

for?

Fathers ignorantly

we

which

Positive Philosophy and Positive Religion,

worshipped was its own
finite Deity in disguise, that man can and must adore
man, and that we are at once our own creators and

ecstatic

that

no temporal framework, even

be measured by processions of centuries, from

fusion of the

we

spend

whom we are nothing

gibbering ape to the

supposing,

shall

to

our descendants, to

essentially are can

though

a duty

it

however paradoxical,

gratitude,

I

1

it is

a spontaneous fusion of

elements that have ever been present

and

desire.

And

as to

its

in

human

being uncall'd

aspiration

for,

it

is,

I

believe, the one thing wanting to the world's intellectual

contentment.

You

cannot conjure the ghost out of youi haunted

chamber by merely leiterating " There is nothing there."
Every unwilling inmate testifies by his v;>gue presentment that he is nigh an unseen presence. And vou
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cannot

your thinking

confine

may

although you
less

label

" idiotic

politely,

waistcoat,

And why
when we

unmeaning."

and

Why confine

attempt these feats?

a strait

in

"dangerous," and, even

it

us in cages

To produce happy families
by bringing our fellow-beings so close that we cannot
breathe any atmosphere but that of human breath?
Such trials as have been made on small scales do not
augur well for larger experiments. In affairs of life it
pant for unlimited room?

is

mischievous

exaggerate Humanity
certainly

till

cutdo the

to

of proportion

sense

lose

to

and

;

occupies the Universe,

it

is

which the

against

Idolatries

to

world's prophet-sentinels have never ceased to warn.

On

spirit,

who has at all caught the
who has followed the life of recent science,

can kneel again

at the old

chorus of other- world believers.
repeat

prayers

are

that

and help

altars

How

strewn

to swell the

we

can

possibly

with demonstrable

sermons that suppose the world to have
still for nearly twenty centuries?
I
am not a just-baptized Jew, and do not feel edified by
being informed that I have been, or must be, washed in
the blood of the Lamb; and highly as I venerate the
Apostle of the Gentiles I cannot honestly say that his
fictions, listen to

stood intellectually

letters

the

appeal to me, a citizen of modern London, with

forcibleness

possessed for the

and

convincingness

men

of ancient Corinth and Galatia.

they

When

the

that

Phenomena

says

Idealist

Phenomena, and

we can no more

mental

are

affirm an

Unknow-

there can never be substance without attribute
is

proclaiming

a truth that

drawn from

is

And when

texture of our mind.

— that
— he too

vacuum

able than the bird can fly in a perfect

very

the

the Theist says the

forms of Time are but the expressions of One Eternal
Order, a completed harmony that only appears capricious

and chaotic to an intelligence that picks it out bit by bit,
he too confesses a truth which the religious consciousness
of

mankind

is

ever struggling to confess
of "Jehovah, Jove,

tribal adorations

various

in its

Lord,"

or

in its

admission of an Ultimate Unknowable Power, even in

the other hand, no one

modern

COURT.

doubtless

its

worship of Humanity.

Our

dreams are

childhood's

youthful hopes

remain to

not

—

dispelled,

our

world is not a
world of 7?ierc change, the Soul's Immortality is not a
fiction, and the trust in an unbroken and ever-present
still

rule stands firmer than

we

whatever
essential of

us,

We

ever.

can do without

this

may

be assured that

our thought

in

is

no

our creed, but whatever returns upon our

hands, and cannot be dismissed by an effort of will,

is

a

portion of necessary truth.

Although

cannot repeat the formularies of

I

brother in his admired cathedral,

my

can watch his devo-

I

with respectful sympathy, and also without any

tion

While the Church's Bible is not big enough, and its
psalmody too monotonous, its liturgy is, alas! a bar to all
communion, proceeding on assumed relations of Creature
and Creator that employed the ingenuity of many a

longing to be kneeling beside him once again and lisping

devotee to reconcile with every-day assumptions.

parted by such distances of expression that

Can

the Church widen its doors and prune its ritual so as to
admit the pantheist and the materialist? And yet a
Church that Is incompetent to that cannot henceforward
be a National Church. There is a crass dualism in its
Theology, that revolts him to whom it is axiomatic that

God must be One with His World
independence of

this

rational

— there

nature

flouts

the

of

Humanity

who

have been reared

of alien race,

} et

in

are nearer

is

to

support the

The

reasons

composing
will rob

Humanity.

There

of fraud

articles, lor

they sign themselves,

nothing

optional

— they

in

its

why

are the inde-

is,

them of

trusts.

how much

present an offering that

we

cannot safely

ignore.

When

the Materialist says that all the forms of
and animal life, even including man, are
transitory shapings of a Reality that is itself indestructible, homogeneous, and insentient, he proclaims a truth

vegetable

the certainty

of

which

is

derived

from no induction.

criticism

— their hopes

the critic of past beliefs points out

systems of former times

and delusion; when the

is

a

compound

scientific lecturer, after

show that the skies
Supreme Intelligence

carefully sorting his facts, goes on to

consciousness beyond the grave,

all

are so very slow in

knowledge and

qui ta to the Universal

Theist,

are apt to

great degree, to be

their priceless possessions

When
in the

in a

are brainless, and so there can be no

Faith, and Materialist, Idealist,

we

our faith were really

different sects

their differences

shadows of our own personality. The partial
dogmas that have divided the world will contribute their

structible

than

still if

traced to a baseless fear that
that

of the

stronger.

and

be

we

suppose, and might be nearer

Religion of Humanity, must be a statement of the whole
fundamental truth that is implicit in the thinking of
will

we can no
same parents
diverse climes and among men

more commune than two children

an assumed

is

that

plainest feelings of the biologist.

The Creed

when a boy. I, too, bend the knee,
although he does not see me; my prayer, too, might be
heard if he could comprehend its dialect; but, though
the old prayers as

that nothing but an

unreasoning affection

testifies to a

— we shudder

as if our

had been torn ruthlessly from our side
and as if a pall had descended upon a corpse like Nature.
Be it noted, however, that the understanding is powerless

dearest friend

what the understanding is powerless to create.
Understanding has begotten Theism, the Understanding can destroy Theism; if the Understanding has
persuaded you that there is a future life, the Underto destroy
If the
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some acuter syllogism, can rob juu

standing, with

of the

Did ever any man believe
because he could prove
possible every step

we

in the

constancy of Nature

Assuredly not, because that

it?

would need omniscience.

It is

a postulate

which renders

a

is

mere phantasmagoria; there

element

nonsense

is

in us

phantasmagoric

is

no

is

justification,

believing that the percipient

in

too.

/am

not an object,

I am not a thing among many things; you cannot put
me in a grave, and see me crumble into dust! Only the
mythologizing propensity

System of Auguste Comte,

at

once begins

human

invite

ascend one step higher

—

has long been past.

NEW VIEWS

OF RELIGION AND ETHICS.
(Concluded.)

BY

The

idea of

life

HOLLAND.

M.

F.

which supplies M. Gii)au with a

of

soul that said "

I

my

and

Father are

From
me

such transcendental heights

to state the chief

end of

come,

as these are

my

whispers; but

tivism,

tive, errs in

things almost too great for lonely

attempts to

point in this paper

to

is

I

make

must be

plain

wide
and deep as the implicit consciousness of human mind
It may be said, doubtless, by some
but we can get on

that the foundation for a world-religion

we

very well without these mystic assumptions;
the Agnostic attitude, which

Knowledge, with

is

prefer

content with every-day

that intellectual outfit that

leading a decent and

as

comfortable

is

life.

and

illusions.

The only

ity

founded upon actual

subject

material or intellectual

A

incomprehensible mechanism, but as
before an equal or even superior

a

— Man

cannot long resign himself to self-effacement, but will
claim his

And

full

one

birthright, and will
last

know

powerful reason

theological position

I

Duty of everything

to

have been advocating:
arbitrary,

It purges
by providing for it a

foundation too stable to be ever moved.
to see that

what we do

as he is known.
recommend the

When we come

our relations extend into the
is

of

moment

the conscious self

is

knows no

time and space,

limit of

infinite; that

not to this hour or that; that

but the representative of a Self that

—we then

see that to

be faithless to the principles of this broadest Education

is

"Thus

life."

the science

whose

and

all

positive morality can differ but

" Increasing

means increasing the reign of

increasing

the laws of moral-

and

life,

to be

moral-

preserving

are identical with those of

larged hygiene."

who stands

facts alone

every means of

is

"

a piece of

as instinc-

The

stated thus: "

is

general statements, the same for

gazes into the face of Nature, not with stupid wonder,

vision-

view appears

practical

which

the very limited one

And

—

him

to

Spinoza of Pos-

that

happiness, as the real aim of men, involve inconsistencies

ity

to its professions is worth
more than nine-tenths of the Gnosticism
the blatant orthodoxy, that is posted up in all celestia,
and infernal news. But while Agnosticism may be
well, there is perchance something better.
Man, the
Aspiring Man, the heir of a grand Evolution Man, who

seems

Mill

made by

sufficient

an

unable

itself

the form of a sufficient

enthroning instinct above the will; while all
exchange individual happiness for universal

indefinitely

critic

in

Herbert Spencer, of disinterestedness

Agnosticism which acts up

as at

man

moral obligation.

basis for

willingly

;

which has proved

ethics than utilitarianism,

and

I

things of earth

to take the place

the religions, leads, he thinks, to a better theory of

hear the reader

common

to the

for

all

ary; the representation

recall

the

whole universe of conscious perception, to the Fountain
of Vitality that flowed before Humanity was born, and
that will continue to flow when Humanity's death-hour

system of philosophy destined, ultimately,

— the

only

I

each single member, not only to his kind and
to the tiny sphere of which he is a denizen, but to the

who

One."

that

to recognize

the Soul into a conscious continuation of the fellow-man

walked and dwelt beside us. That the Soul
which is Eternal and Immortal is the soul that was
never born, is the / Am that is from everlasting to

way

relation of

from the purity of the necessary postulates of Existence,
till it comes to translate its dogma of the Immortality of
lately

Positive

have a high

race considered as an organic whole.

to

it

on these rarefied materials, and gets farther and farther

everlasting

The
I

regard, deepens the sense of responsibility in a

operate

to

which

for

no previous Creed has done, by making us trustees for
the

take.

But observe, there is no justification for believing
anything that is not a practical necessity. There is a
justification for assuming that the world, as perceived by
us,

not to desert this or that party of the

is

hour, but to be recreant to a solemn trust.

precious fable.

nay, there

of justice
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are, in their

most

living creatures."

from an en-

little

the

intensity of

activity in all

its

life

forms, to

the degree compatible with the reparation of vital forces."

"The
its

highest intensity of

life

must be accompanied by
" Life can maintain

greatest possible expansion."

by diffusing

self only

ganism
life is

is

itself.

"

"

The most

it-

perfect or-

the most sociable; and the ideal of individual

universal

life."

" Scientific ethics can issue to the

commandment: 'Develop thy life
become as rich as possible in extenwell as intensity; and therefore make

individual only this
in

every direction;

sion of energy, as

thyself the most sociable of beings.'"

pansive force becomes conscious of
takes the
idleness

name of
is

duty."

the worst of

"Action
all

is

vices."

its

"

When

our ex-

own power,

the moral ideal

;

it

and

(Esy/u'ssc, pp. 11,

72, i&\ 25, 205, 24Q.)

These are all the statements of any importance made
by M. Guyau of his own theory; for most of the book
which sets it forth is occupied with criticism of oppo-
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nents. This

is

rendered necessary by his failure, as

in his title,

fessed

Esquisse

if line

is

con-

Morale sans Obliga-

tion nc Sanction, either to furnish any satisfactory basis

any legitimate mo-

of moral obligation, or to recognize

tives to virtue, except desire of activity

Valuable

ment.

as this

emotion

and of develop-

when

is,

properly sup-

plemented and regulated by other well-known sanctions
to virtue of greater force and higher quality, it is defective in

many ways.

It

has

little

power over

old or even

who, like M. Giiyau,
There
arc many savage
have no' faith in immortality.
whose memcivilized
society,
tribes, and some classes of
middle-aged people, especially those

bers

show

its own sake,
book
would not
The
development.
see why
who
cannot
on the Turk,

scarcely any love of activity for

and no desire for

have much

effect

European ladies and gentlemen dance themselves instead
of telling their servants to; or on the Buddhist, who regards action as

The

evil,

belief that

and hopes only to sink into Nirvana.

heaven

perfect rest has too

is

rency, even among
confidence in desire to enlarge and intensify

Christians, to allow us to

tive to goodness.

Even

those

who

feel

of pleasure or of success

in

life

as a

mo-

most keenly,

it

namely young and healthy people, eager

much curfeel much

in the pursuit

business, art, literature, or

do not usually show themselves so sympathetic
with suffering, so considerate of others' rights, and so
firm against all temptations to self-indulgence, as proves
politics,

that they can safely dispense with

all

So narrow

is

sanctions.

a

foundation

the other moral

scarcely sufficient

and supplies no room for justice or pursafety of society demands such recognition of

for self-culture,

The

ity.

others' rights,

and such control of our

must be inspired by very

make

life

as

is

different motives

large, active, and intense.

self that the

own

passions, as

from desire

M. Guyau

drunkard has such intensity

not possessed by sober people.

to

says him-

in his

pleasure

La Morale Ang-

lo isc, p. 206'.

Intensity almost

always means excess; and

unhealthy and vicious.
as well as stimulated, and

all

excess

Life needs to be regulated as
to

make

trying to

with

me

the best of

hitherto, and

at least, will

The Emotions and the

speaks too briefly,

This system which

Alexander Bain.

may

win's,

Ethics.

cannot
exist

agree

in

self-culture

by

Will,

essentially Dar-

Stephens' Science of

in Leslie

fundamental positions are

We

as follows:

among

conformity with certain conditions,

observance of the laws of

is

is

without the aid of society; and society can

live

only

which

found

also be

Its

justice,

benevolence,

These moral laws are conwhich thus becomes the moral
Actions by which the community flourishes
and

self-control.

ditions of social welfare,

standard.

are right; and those detrimental to general prosperity are

Our

wrong.

make

with other members of society
comply with the conditions of social

relations

us willing to

This willingness is increased bv our disintersympathy with our neighbors, by the force of pub-

welfare.
ested
lic

opinion, by the vigor with

which the laws

of the land

punish dishonesty and other conduct flagrantly injurious

and prosperity of society, and by our knowledge that enlightened self-interest favors observance of

to the safety

The

the moral law.

action of these influences in the past

has created that sense of obligation, irrespective of personal advantage

which we

call conscience,

and the pres-

power of these influences in favor of virtue is strong
enough to make them very precious as moral sanctions.
Thus the conflict between the claims of individual and
ent

universal happiness

closed by subordinating both to

is

which

the higher standard of social welfare,

has the

last

further advantage of being no question of feeling but a

matter of

definite

The moral laws needed

fact.

gulating and directing individual
subjecting

it

to the

This system

life,

such

full

all

attack; and

it is

much higher

such

intensity and

spect, noble criticisms as

ingenious,

for re-

by thus
social

accord with the most

advanced teachings of science, that
against

are given

harmony with

conditions of

is in

own

its

Some,

that he does not appreciate the truth and value

be directed by

considerations than mere regard for

them

satisfied

it.

of utilitarianism, as presented in a book, of which he

life.

is

Two

he cannot give what they need, in continuing to hold the

system of morality which has

it

can hold

likely to gain

its

own

immensely from

scholarly, impartial and, in every re-

have been

published by

M.

might be precisely similar in these repects, and yet differ immeasurably in moral purity,
M. Guyau, with thpt honesty to
wealth and grandeur.
himself and his readers which characterizes all his work,

Guvau.

and which can scarcely be praised too highly, closes his
presentation of his theory by frankly comparing it to a

God is a blank sheet upon which nothing is found
what we have ourselves written." In this almost
Protagorean dictum, Martin Luther seems to have an" It is reflecting Reason
ticipated Kant's affirmation
which brought Design into the world, and which ad-

size.

lives

Rut this is precisely what a system of ethics ought to give; and the defect is fatal. If
we could suppose, with him, that all other teachers are
liable to the same objection, our duty would be to try and

ship without a rudder.

some new system so much better than any
which has been taught by him, or any one else, as to be
Most readers will,
reallv capable of guiding us aright.

discover

however,

feel

themselves

justified

by

his

admission that

THE SECULARIZATION OF RELIGION.
11

Part I.
c. o'byrne.

Y M.

"

but

—

mires a

wonder created by

itself."

The master key

mysteries is ready to our hand in
goras,* the never-to-be confuted proposition which
all

to

the thesis of Prota-

we

*Vide Encv. Britain, Sth <sd., sub-Jocc "Protagoras," and Lewi's' " History
of Philosophy—The Sophists."

—
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who was

find in the " Thesetetus " of Plato,

opponent of the great
tetus,

"At

Socrates says:

gument not

badly,

Sophist."

' :

it

In

any rate thou

avowed

the

reply

These-

to

riskest the ar-

has been said concerning knowl-

edge, indeed Protagoras said

it;

but some express the

same another way. For he affirms man
measure [//frpoi^ measure standard^ of all

be

to

the

things,

COtl RT.
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—

sed units "* a clear corollary from the acknowledged fact the mind can never soar beyond or outside of

trcs,

itself,

and that therefore man

"measure of

all

the gods of the

Miltonic

— of

wholly and solely the

is

maker and

things," the

Pantheon and of

originator of

the

all

demons

Pandemonium.

In order to secularize religion

it is

necessary that

those existing, that they are; of those not existing, that

rationalize

they are not."

demonstrate that every claim advanced by and

The Open Court,

In a paper like

mote
is

religious, scientific,

designed to pro-

and philosophic innovation,

surely appropriate for us to attempt

eirenicon between the

two contending schools of

ologv and science, and to reconcile these

Such an eirenicon can be found

in

it

discover an

to

if

the-

possible.

Antosisni; * and

now

Kantian Revival has been followed by an awakened interest in the works of Bishop Berkeley, it seems
to me that both reason and emotion may he mutually
that the

satisfied

by the recognition

of our virtual identity

with

the universe and of the simple yet magnificent truth
that our creation of
all

all

ideas really

makes

us one with

thoughts and objects of thoughts, including the ex-

ternal universe

With

and

its

hypothetical

Nous

or Proedros.

respect to this confessedly desirable reconciliation

of religion and science

we may

Kant says of

say, as

the

judgments a priori : " The only
can be done is to recognize from the first that

possibility of synthetic

way

this

thought and things are not diverse or

dualistic.

The

by which

it;

mean,

I

first,

made by each one of us
we show that in the

for

that

ourselves, and, secondly,

ultimate analysis

jective things (thinks), cerebal creations
centric

— and

we may and do

that

and claim on
and abstract and formative

behalf of the perceptive

powers

own minds

of our

— centric or ex-

all

assert

that the very highest

mere negation we must

say,

Ex

niliilo

Christianity as formulated by the

nihilfit, and even

Church

of

Rome

is

better both for the individual and for society than a condition of mental

and moral chaos and anarchy which

leaves the victim to drift a derelict on the wide ocean of

uncertainty, sooner or later to founder in the vortex of

those licentious indulgences which, unrestrained,
first

deprave and then annihilate domestic

life.

would

from himself,

just as

Yitellio," found

why

it

ought

to

Whether

Kepler,

— behold

the "

in

beyond

utterly

we do

that

is

it

not

—

things

as

his

Supplement to
power to explain

according

inverted

may

eliminate, as, for example,

when we

is

to say, the ideas

have " shown

to

Egoity

trinity of

The term
lettcis,

Man, Gcd, and
for

World

—"

ct

and fountain. For
noumenal existence, since, until we can
detach ourselves from ourselves until, as it were, we
can retain our powers of ideation and perception, even
though some vivisector should cut slices away from the

—

hemispherical ganglia of the encephalon

us.

In this process of rationalizing religion

be impatient or discouraged because

cannot

we

we must

find

not

our labor

attended by no apparent immediate results.

In due time
must be remembered that
in endeavoring to place religion on a rational basis, we are
engaged in a work commensurate in magnitude to the
founding of Christianity or to the effectuating of the
Protestant Reformation.
The present age like all ages of marked intellectual
activity
is
remarkable for its excesses. On the one

these will be manifested, but

it

—

—

Autosisin, or Hylo-Idealism, inasmuch as it traces to. and virtually iden
with, a material organ the brain — all consciousness, may be said really to
rationalize the hypostases both of the Athan isian and Alexandrian trinity. The

—

tirics

and the Nous of the

human

ta»icn non

we

possibly consider anything as being purely objective to

T/teos of the former,

an eminent English scholar and man of
crvptonymv I have no right to question.

selected by "Julian,"

whose reasons

the

as such

organized

brain, their material source

tions created by the

the trinal-unity of imagination and phantasy the real

— that

which Berkeley rightly claimed to
exist only in the mind that perceives

them"- are products of cerebration existing only

human

we

down.

subjective or objective, at bottom everything

cerebral, the resultant of our generative

we

substitute for

Optics

to

upside

or

is

It is

surely easy to provide a succedaneum for aught that

form

of supernatural religion can possiblv ascribe to its divinity.
It is impossible for man to know anything apart

us they have no

perience and observation assure us that with regard to

things

all

whatever, whether gods or revelation of gods, are sub-

from it, but are actively constructed by it. Intelligence is present from the first in this creation. Apart
from mind they are nothing, or, at least, nothing to us,
or, at most, merely from less materials, supplied to the
Spinoza's advice to his hostess, not to change
senses."
or seek for another religion, but to add to her piety " the

was doubtless suggested
by the philosopher's conviction that these same tranquil
virtues would inevitably be imperiled were the foundaExtion upon which thev rested shaken or removed.

we

clearly

for the
founders of supernatural religions can be legitimately

because of the existence of the properly

tranquil virtues of domestic life,"

we

that

one does not exist apart from the other. Objects are not
passively apprehended by the mind, as something distinct

all

of the

brain.

As

latter are

nothing more than abstrac-

ideas, they are equally real with

man

and the world, but in no sense can thev transcend their maker. If man can
think nothing higher than himself, it is impossible for him to rise to the vera
idea of a man-transcending Godhead. Any and every idea he can form of
such must be simply a human, an anthropoid, or anthropomorphic one, an
egoistic projection of himself, varying as his own mind grows, matures, and
declines. Such an idea must be an eidolon, not a vera effigies of ineffable
splendor which would surely blast our mental vision as the appearance of Jupiter blasted

Semele.

;
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hand we find culture, refinement, and hard-heartedness;
on the other, the toiling millions and their hapless misery
loom up terribly lurid in the light of the luxury of the
History tells us that all such former highhave been subverted and overthrown precisely at the epochs when the votaries of science, art, and
"culture" were lulled in the pleasing dreams of indefi-

cultured few.
civilizations

Then came

nite progress.

where formerly

the cataclysm, and for a time,

existed the civilization, there

was almost

a tabula rasa, the so-called progress having been entirely
swamped and brought to naught. While we do not

question the value, whether for good or for evil, of

— the application of steam,
— we must surely doubt whether

our mechanical triumphs,
tricity, etc.,

all

elec-

ac-

all this

quired power over nature has been accompanied by such
a

corresponding advance

in

clear reason as

is

requisite

Already we hear
to preserve the necessary equilibrium.
millions,
the warning
of
the
muttering
suggestive
the
rumbling which precedes the dread upheaval.
Shall

cherish a delusion?

we

Shall

we

continue to regard that

Shall we persist in
is no peace?
barriers
of statutes and ordykes
and
futilely raising up
volume of pent
to
swell
the
dinances which merely serve

peace where there

as

up discontent?

we may

Sthenelos said to

as

If,

Agamemnon,
we

" boast to be the superiors of our fathers,"

ought assuredly to be able to correct abuses, to remove
anomalies, and to liberate society from all the evils which
now constitute its opprobrium and reproach and for

we must trust to our own reason, be
may, rather than to authority. Indeed,
we may well begin by asking if the " authorities " ot
to-day are any greater than Hegel, Fichte, or Schelling
There is, I beyet where is their philosophy now?
lieve, in the churchyard at Ragatz, Switzerland, where
will-o'-the-wisps;

the result

— having gone thither drink the " indifferent "
Schelling,
waters of Bad Pfeffer — a monument
he died

to

to

erected by his pupil, the

monument

religion has

any

and sword.

If

raison d' etrc, any practical value,

real

must be in the direction of binding together that
which without religion would be disintegrated.
The readers of this paper have recently been told that
the basis of religion depends upon the final settlement of
the relationship between mind and body and between
mind and nature in general. I say to nature, rather

it

than to "physical nature," because the latter phrase

somewhat

am

quite willing to

deed,

I

this the basis of religion

—

me

I

in-

as a

making this acknowledgment I do
bound over, as Lewes writes, to
reproduction of all the questions which agitated the

mean

" the

make

can discern no other alternative open to

rational being.

not

is

Speaking for myself alone,

tautological.

that

Greeks," for

in

In

we

are

we

that case

should probably

fall

into

On

Bavaria.

this

Dcnker
denken now? May

" der grosste

called

is

—

—

Germany now treats her
The rationalization

" greatest thinker? "

of religion is in no degree
dependent upon our first explaining the "nature of
life."
This but few among us would either pretend or
care to do if we desire to escape being beguiled into
metaphysical and eschatological labyrinths which have
for thousands of years, as

Lewes

so clearly shows, led to

no practical result except to make those who wander
therein utterly unfit to render mankind any real service.

Such " thinkers ""are only

frightful examples,

buoys

to

indicate the position of quicksands fatal to reason and

common-sense.

"Mad

Mathesis alone was unconfin'd,

Too mad

for

mere material chains

to bind

Now on pure Space fixed her ecstatic stare,
Now running round the circle finds it square."

—

fire

Schelling

King of

Deutschlands;"'* but where is his
we not find the answer in Schopenhauer and in the fact
of the complete
as I have been given to understand
neglect, and indeed contempt, with which contemporary

which we cannot fairly blame either one particular class
one particular caste of our fellow- men without
having recourse fb the purgative methods of old time,
without the dread arbitrament of

it

—

—

or

what

Assuming

that the majority of the readers of this

paper are prepared

to

religion with

irrational

identify

the current form of supernaturalism,

may

I

fairly pre-

sume that they are willing to avail themselves of the best
means of converting what is confessedly irrational into a
Let us suppose that some one
rational religious system.
contributor honestly believes himself to be in possession

medium

of the most perfect and complete

would

for

overthrow-

such a
shirk
if
were
to
on
our
part
we
unwise
most
case, be
felt
great
truth
if
we
quarters
with
this
to
close
coming
religion,
it
would
superstition
in
annihilating
that, besides
ing

this

current supernaturalism

:

it

not, in

most sacred faiths and philosophical
metaphysics
and ideology of every kind, into
dogmas,
fallacies?
Such a perfect and
exploded
the limbo of
comprehended
in one estabI
find
medium
complete
also consign the
all

lished experimental fact

—namely, that

if

we

cut slices

nineteenth century precisely at the same point at which

from the hemispherical ganglia of the brain we neither
cause pain, convulsions, nor impaired vital functions of

we were

any kind, but

"a

similar course of

development" and be "left

in the fifth."*

sible for us

rather than

"to build on

In our age
a

it

is

in this

assuredly pos- -

firm scientific foundation," ]

on blind surmises.

The

latter, albeit

ported by great names, would but serve as so

sup-

many

make

merely render our victim stupid

is

or, in

Does not

this

the inference logically imperative that as muscle

the seat of muscular motion, the vesiculo-neurine of

the brain
Lewes, "History of Philosophy," Vol.
fOPEN Coirt, Vol. I., Xo. i6, p. 424.

we

other words, deprive him of mentality.

is

also that of cogitation

IV., Conclusion.

*"The

greatest thinker of

Germany."

;

and

is

not this a com-
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plete, positive,

who

of those

and physical substantiation of the position

maintain that mind (consciousness)

more?

function and nothing

is

brain

say " nothing more," be-

I
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For the

equality with God.

present,

we

tament can

find the philosophic

two reasons for
phenomena when one reason is found amply sufficient.
What other reason can we want, when we bear in mind

immortality of the soul propounded.

bottom we can explain nothing, and that we are
in respect to other organs and their functions precisely
in the same situation as we are to the brain, which is
homologous with them:
The established data of

of the Fetichist,

cause surely logic forbids us to assume

that at

enough

is

it

us to notice that neither in the Old nor in the

find a

much more

doctrine

Instead of

for

Tes-

of

the

this,

we

coarse, and, as science assures us, a

—

really absurd doctrine

who

even as

a belief not

lofty as that

with

credits his fetich

— of the

immaterial principle

a

certain

actual resurrection of the

bod) that died and decayed.

Testament

New

In this respect the

New

precisely on a level with the Old, as any

is

who compares

physics, such as the facts of gravity, anti-phlogosis, and

one will recognize

the absence of any immaterial factor in animal function,

resurrection of Jesus with his stigmata of nail-marks,

now

cannot

Each of these

be denied.

converted into a principle which
absolutely, fatal to every

I

capable of being

etc.,

regard as being utterly,

lous

is

form whatever of immaterial-

ism or supernaturalism.

Of course, we

and

its

accompaniment

— of the buried

the narrative of the

— ghastly, were

but a lower form of the vulgar concrete

of proving the existence of anything but matter; and

stition

do

are perfectly justified in

how

this,

know

I

the

that

Materialist

man

often

is

immod-

stigmatized as crude and immodest, but the really
est

who

he who, like the cobbler, goes ultra crcpi-

is

dam, and endeavors
on the unverifiable

clever

wisdom

a reputation for

fictions of his

may be

such visionaries

up

to build

own

imagination.

enough

to

Julius Caesar,
"

began

And

to

"see

God

take

this, I

ians, since I

in clouds

it

visionaries

and hear him

— of his
in the

tribe

wind."

have been instructing them on the

BY

which followed
at the

necessity of

good

in the

all

who would

removal

care to preserve

the

is

nil

first

that

is

teachings of Jesus and his disciples. Unques-

my own

tionably,

from

that "the

kingdom

of

standpoint,

God

is

he

within us"

who

— and

insisted
if

Prota-

sought to found a religion he could have
deserves
uttered no more all-embracing a truth than this
goras had

—

to be

regarded and loved as one of earth's greatest

ethi-

was directed toward
"kingdom" among men. With

cal teachers, since his lofty altruism

the realization of that
respect to the "
all difficult

and

at the

man

of Nazareth," however,

it is

not at

for us to rationalize the religion he inculcated,

same time

to

account for the exaggerated

claims he advanced in the direction of sonship to and

B.

w. BALL.

was ten years old
Thus he had been a conscious

that of Shakespeare,

time of his death.

or unconscious contemporary of Shakespeare in his boy-

hood, and later along
"Then

a spectator of his

to the well-trod

If Jonson's learned

Or

uoodnotes wild."

lines,

Swan

of

Avon

which show him

to

in

some

fine

have been

as

com-

much

of his genius as has been any Shakespeare-ola-

of later times, and Milton was,

time, in a

condition

know

to

in

the

point of place and
exact truth

— to-wit:

about

That he was the matchless author
the matchless works which will be forever current

Shakespeare
of

his native

admiration of the

trist

sock be on,

he was twentv-four years old, Milton voiced

memorative
a votarist

dramas.

stage anon.

sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy's child

Warbles

When
his

its

—

Milton, the supreme poet of the next literary age,

soul-

irrational hypothesis of a vital principle under-

something very different from
apostles, being indeed
as

his

THE SHAKESPEARE-BACON CONTROVERSY.

without eyes, moving without limbs, and living without

Christianity, and therefore

is

tionalists.

on the authority of Mr. Gideon Lang

the totality of the other organs.

The

Christianity

—

doctrine, generally retire to ridicule the notion of seeing

lies

when

founder and

its

that these simple, unimaginative beings, after the Christian missionaries

super-

Draper clearly shows mainly Alexandrian neo-Platonism, metamorphosed and blundered by nescient emo-

All

the position of the native Austral-

it, is

have

— the

Roman

which preceded the death of

prodigies

ghosts did shriek and squeal about the streets."

Modern
that of

but to the eye of sober reason they are less enlightened

before the medicine-men

of the

be mystics,

than the simple matter-of-fact savage must have been

when

—

between the non-appearing and the

eration (ratio) exists

non-existing?

can he fairly blame those

feet

body had been deposited upon the bones of Elisha.
There is no " lofty " philosophy in this nothing indeed

his

axiom, That the same relation or consid-

reiterate the old

not ridicu-

and appearing unto many, with the older story of the

dead Moabite reviving and standing on his

demanding of
the Immaterialist or Animist that he should bear in mind
all that his position involves.
Upon him lies the burden
failing to

it

"saints" arising from their graves

under

his

name.

"Dear son of memory, great
*

*

heir of France,
*
*
*

in our wonder and astonishment.
Hast built thyself a life-long monument.
lor whilst to the shame of slow-endeavoring art
Thy easv numbers flow, and that each heart
Hath, from the leaves of thy unvalued book,
Those Delphic lines with deep impression took,

Thou,

thou, our fancy of itself bereaving,
Dost make us marble with too much conceiving."

Then

THE OPEN COURT.
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Then

Ben Jonson, who was

again,

ten years Shake-

have for outcome the miracle of current steam-travel by

and frequent
that famous haunt of contemporary

So the mind of Shakespeare, in full activtwo decades, could easily produce his works in
spite of the narrow circumstances
and unpropitious
environment of his youth. Once fairly admitted to the

speare's junior,

and

boon companion

at

his fellow dramatist,

wits and poets, the

Mermaid Tavern,

the un-

attests

equalled facility and fluency of Shakespeare's genius.
loved the man," says Jonson,

on

side

this

"and do honor

much

idolatry as

as

He was

any.

"I

memory

his

indeed

honest, and of an open and free nature; had an excellent

phantasy, brave notions, and gentle expressions, wherein

he flowed with that

Augustus

said

facility that

be stopped.

he should

sarv

sometimes

it

was

neces-

Sitfflaminandus era/, as

"Jonson had

to Haterius.

felt

Shake-

him in many a symposiac, amicable encounter of wits on many a controverted
theme in the freedom of unrestrained social intercourse at
speare's

the

power

face to face with

Mermaid Tavern,

aforesaid." Fuller says that

"many

were the wit-combats betwixt Shakespeare and Ben Jonson; which two I behold like a Spanish great galleon and
an English man-of-war; Master Jonson, like the former,
built far higher in learning, solid but

ance,

while the

slow

English man-of-war,

but lighter in sailing, could
ness of his wit and invention."

all

perform-

bulk

lesser in

ity for

great world and centre of the civilization of his country,

mind would equip

that

itself for its task

with inconceiv-

domain of knowledge of his
For in him, as his dramas
age under contribution.
everywdiere make manifest, there was an almost supramortal vigor of conception and expression, both of which
where inborn in the man, and could not have been
acquired by any amount of study or "slow-endeavoring
able rapidity, laying

the

all

art."

Shelley, in

Bacon was

" Defence of

his

a poet,

"Filum Labyrinthi,"

proof of

in

"Bacon's language has

which

satisfies

Poetry,"
his "

and instances

that

insists,

Essav on Death,"

He

his assertion.

says,

sweet and majestic rhythm,

a

the sense, no less than the almost super-

human wisdom

of his philosophy satisfies the intellect."

But in the same essay Shelley also ranks the historian

Lew

tides, tack

as a poet;

and Plato, and others not commonly regarded

winds by the quickwhen Shake-

as poets,

he puts

turn with

about and take advantage of

in

land and sea.

all

Doubtless,

in the

same category.

Bacon, like Plato, was an

Undoubtedly

idealist respiring the air of the

speare was fairly roused by his "dogmatic, aggressive

realm of ideal truth and beauty, and Levy,

controversial, blustering and rude antagonist" (Jonson

richness of his narrative, abounds in poetic passages; but

had been a bricklayer and soldier
and had killed

his

man

in the

Low

Countries,

Jonson, finding himbrain-power and power of

in a duel),

overmatched in
expression, would try to stop his opponent by sheer bellowing. But jealous, conceited, and conscious though he
must have been of his own inferiority to his great friend
and contemporary, Jonson, in his cool moments, had the

self terribly

were not poets

they

we compare

Bacon's "Essav on Death" with Hamlet's

soliloquy on the

between
"

in

No

shall see the difference

thinker and a great poet

who

traveller returns,"

with "the bright and breathing world" of
and sensible realities, which we

existence

know.

The

another.

Thus we have contemporary and adequate

If

The undiscovered country from whose bourne

conscious

genius, and therefore fully qualified to appreciate genius

are.

could designate the hereafter as

have been

lyric poet of

same subject,.we

philosophic

a

in contrast

certainly a

which Homer,
Milton

Virgil,

Shakespeare's genius; and Jonson, whatever he might

was

the sense in

the milky

Sophokles,

nobleness deliberately to declare his almost 'idolatry of

as a dramatist,

in

Shakespeare and

in

utterances of Shakespeare are not to be mis-

mony

as to

which

are ascribed to his authorship. Further, Jonson

was

They have a ring and significance of their own,
which made them at once proverbial and of universal currency.
They seem to be voices of the Nature of Things,

of Bacon, and yet he did not leave the least

inti-

of

a friend

testi-

Shakespeare's ability to produce the dramas

taken.

mation that he suspected him of having been the author
of his friend Shakespeare's dramatic works.

There

is

really

no

call for a serious refutation

it

of the

cranky Delia Bacon-Holmes-Ignatius Donnelly theory.
It is a pure assumption, without
anything to rest upon,

which the mind of .Shakespeare was the interpreter.
If we were to liken Bacon to any great man of antiquitv
would be to Cicero. Cicero was, like Bacon, a great

philosophic essayist, and his miscellanies are as readable
to-day as are Bacon's.

He

also, like

spicuously in the sphere of public

Bacon, figured conof politics and

life

except the seeming improbability of a youth born and
bred in an English country village of the feudal period

statesmanship.

suddenly blossoming into the unparalleled world-poet

who was a contemporary of Cicero, of whom there is a
more meagre tradition than there is of Shakespeare.
Why not attribute the great poem of Lucretius, "Con-

whom we know. The transcendent
and the miracle of

marvelous

brain of Shakespeare

literary achievements
Given the mechanical brains of
a Watt, Fulton and Stevenson combined, devising and
inventing under the most adverse circumstances, and you

his

are easily accounted for.

tempted

to

Furthermore, unlike

write in verse.

Bacon,

There was

a

he

at-

great poet,

cerning the Nature of Things," to Cicero? Because, with
all his

learning, rhetoric, eloquence, philosophic knowl-

edge, and literary ability as a prose-writer, Cicero, could

—

—
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no more have written the above poem, with its frequent
glow of genuine poetic inspiration, than Bacon could
have written " Lear" or " Hamlet." There was Bacon,
the author of '-The Philosophy of Fruit," and the essay-

pregnant with

ist

"The

who,

and

thought,

sordid, earthly, unprincipled
greatest, wisest,

then

there

was the

Bacon

precedence,

patronage, the mace, the

titles,

complex of conscious percepts,
and motion. If such were the case, it
would be simply one phase of our consciousness controlling another phase, but never in this world could so
visionary and ephemeral a performance give rise to the
permanent bodily organization we undeniably possess.

The

language of Macaulay, "was ready to stoop
everything, and to endure every thing,to acquire wealth,

to

influence over the peculiar

called matter

meanest of mankind"

in the

seals, the
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ment

mentally impelled voluntary move-

illusion of

from our having merely

arises

an

inner or ideal

consciousness of the central process; while, on the contrary,

peripheral outcome, the actual movement,

its

coronet, large houses, fair gardens, rich manors, massy

perceived as physical, sense-stimulating occurrence.

gay hangings."
Shakespeare was by no means immaculate, but his
sins were venial compared with the crimes of Bacon.
One thing Shakespeare demonstrated: that the loftiest

become only

services of plate,

genius

is

consistent with prudence.

For he was prudent,

poet though he was, and retired on a compentency, and

was

able to entertain his old poetic comrades hospitably

at his

residence in Stratford-on-Avon; indeed

it

said

is

that "the fever of

which he died

was contracted

consequence of too free hospitalities

in

at the

exercised in honor of his fellow-poets,

age of fifty-two,

Ben

[orison and

Drayton (author of the Polyolbion), during a visit
which they paid him at his house in Stratford "; so says
an admirable review-article on Ben Jonsun, which
appeared more than thirty years agt>.
If Bacon was unique in his way, much more so was
Shakespeare. He was as exceptional a personality in the
domain of thought and imagination, as was Julius Cassar
in that of action.
He cannot be confounded with any
other historic character, and no one but himself could
have produced his works.

ARE

WE PRODUCTS

OF MIND

BV EDMUND MONTGOMERY,
Part

?

Mil.

V.

have found that neither mental volition nor any

frame or the director of

its

movements.

purposive

under the impression as

Mind

of individual consciousness there does

not exist anything resembling the matter and motion
are so intimately acquainted with.

The

we

tridimensional,

hard, colored, sounding, scented, heated matter

— fancied

by Professor Cope and
ness and believed by them to be directed and organized
by such consciousness is, indeed, through and through, a

others, to subsist outside conscious-

—

entity, consisting of nothing but a

fictitious

own

percepts illusively projected into

tence.

1

And

it.

set of

non-mental

he surmised controlling process,

if

solely

by the subject whose organism

ing.

But,

on

our

exis-

here at

all

would have to take place in regions wholly
where a peculiar complex of conscious states called

thus

is

function-

a position to become awaie, that the ideal forecast
dependent on the same organic function which in the
brain is initiating also the motor outcome; while the
is

whom

subject in

such organic function

is

taking place

remains wholly unconscious of the same.

Mind

or consciousness cannot control bodily organiz-

ation for the further reason, that all the

or consciousness

we

modes of mind

are acquainted with, volitional as well

assume any kind of mind or consciousness, much less
kind of mind or consciousness, to be subsisting

a highest

independently of

all

organization, and to be moreover

originating the very matrix from which in real experi-

ence

all

mind or consciousness

through

controlling

is

obviously emanating.

be quite certain, then, that the percepts,

which we consciously realize the existence,
and activities of the perceptible organism,

characteristics

do
no

But

not, in reality, constitute the same.
less certain that

mental being of

its

the organism has

We

own.

legitimately, infer that

it

a

we may

veritable

be

non-

may, with confidence and

subsists in all reality, outside

endowed and

consciousness, as a most specifically

our

peculi-

arly functioning existent.
Still

it

be

cannot

denied

that

this

unhesitating

conviction of the extra-conscious existence of things

only an intuitive inference based on

Whatever

percepts,

reality

is

is

our compelled or

and therefore not so immediately

certain as the existence

a

seen to

in

stimulated

as exerting

is

other hand, outside observers are

the

occurring,

must then be imagined

movement which

the contrast

ideal,

will,

a free-floating conscious state

movement of features and limbs, can be perceived bv any
number of observers, while the ideal forecast is realized

We may

or consciousness cannot control matter because

medium

if

our very

are thus naturally

between these two modes of
apprehension of the two parts of one and the same continuous organic process becomes all the more striking
when we consider that the motor outcome, i. e., the
follow

Let us recapitulate:
outside the

We

bodily execution.

of our's had originated the

to

other mental state can possibly be the builder of our bodily

final

as receptive, are found to be themselves strictly dependent
on bodily organization; higher modes being dependent
on higher organization. Consequentlv we have no right

ORGANIC LIFE DEVELOPS BEYOND CONSCIOUSNESS.

We

aware of the predetermining moment

ideally

of the performance, but actually witness with

eyes the

is

We

of

having

these
its

percepts themselves.

being beyond the mental
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immediately -present

states

in

our individual consciousness

has to be thus inferentially constructed.
is

But though

it

only through immediate states of our consciousness that

we

can realize

it,

consist of such

mental modes as

From

we

are convinced that

does not,

it

itself,

mere casual and ceaselessly changing
make up our conscious realization of it.

this inferential

mode of realizing

extra-conscious things

it

the existence of

we

follows that

cannot possibly

avoid calling in some "theory of cognition," in order to
explain the relation actually obtaining between their non-

mental nature and our

own

ever-lapsing, ever- reconsti-

And

tuted consciousness of them.
relation of our

organism and

conscious representation
for

its

we

that

clear

activity, to the

mentally frame of

it,

the

mere

requires

explanation the aid of a theory of cognition, just

as essentially as the relation obtaining

extra-conscious existent and

No
to a

is

it

its vital

between any

othei

conscious realization.

its

reality

beyond individual consciousness.
at

most of our
fundamental doctrine, that the
in

ness

is

actually existing in full perfection

an universal consciousness.

our body and
as other

its

energy

or

at strife

forming part of our own individual consciousness
Our body would exist in the Supreme Being; our
tainly

This

is

one of the

many

necessarily

something

from

motion,

by design-

mechanically

its

seizing

called

intelligence "

with

it

it

consciousness

called

unsubstantial

prescribed

Spontaneously-acting mind would be here

with abstract mechanical motion

;

—

phantasmal

a

phenomena influencing one another
the matrix in which they inhere, and which

of evanescent

regardless of

from moment to moment
with

is

sustaining

existence

their

Into so abstruse a

all its peuliarities.

region

of

chimerical doings one finds one's-self landed by slighting
the

universal consciousness; while our mental states are cer-

which Transcendental Idealism

motion,

hold of that

set

on such passive

directly

by being a property of its
we have to fancy an unsub-

something

direction.

which are quite as much
subsisting beyond our per-

consciousness in ourselves.

to be acting

passive

a

not held by

is

indirectly

its

ception of them, would be likewise forming part of this

absurdities to

Cope

but

" saturating

vital functions,

objective existents

Professor
matter,

only

is

and consciousness

of motion,

vehicle

deflecting

content of

as

matter of our present physical science

and

In keeping with this view

such mat-

whereby the functioning material
is forced by consciousness to move contrary to mechancould evidently take place only where
ical laws,
consciousness itself is present; namely in the same matter
of which it is believed to be a property.
And as the

edly

reality which we recognize
an inadequate manner through individual conscious-

Now,

atically" or unconsciously maintained.

ter-coeicing process,

in

Tran-

— the philosophy taught present
universities — assumes, for instance, as

which constitutes the initial
movements, to be directed by
consciousness.
This, indeed, is the gist of his whole
theory. According to it, progressive evolution is originated in this manner only, though afterwards it is " automstimulus to voluntary

stantial

school of philosophy can escape such an appeal

scendental Idealism

molecular commotion

"problem
Professor

of cognition."

Cope frankly

amental "thesis
is

is

a property of

confesses

involved the

that in

fund-

his

realistic doctrine, that

some kind of matter,
This

are properties of the rose."

as

mind

odor and color

little

nutshell

of a

sentence contains so snugly and conspicuously condensed

leads.

his

Cope tries to escape the appeal to a theory
of cognition by postulating at once the objective existence of mind and of matter.
This is an easy and popular
manner of accounting not only for the stuff of which

candid examination

things consist, but also for the presence of that marvellous
inner awareness known to us only as our own individual

some further glimpses of the true relation of consciousness
to so-called voluntary movements.

Professor

consciousness, and analogically
also in beings like ourselves.

inferred

We

to

suffic-

may

keen and clear-sighted

perhaps, after

scientist,

who

all,

is

And

the

same examination may help

However much

Professor

us

Cope may

not well ignore the fact that

such, sensations of the observer; namely,

perceptual observation,

Cope's

realistic

assertion

is

inferred only.
implies,

then,

Professor
likewise the

assumption of a reality beyond individual consciousness,
which reality he chooses to call " matter." But allowing
this unconscious neglect of the "problem of cognition"
to

pass

framed
land of

for
to

the present, his fundamental proposition

operate regardless of

airy

nothings.

it,

leads

He makes

at

his

once to the

"conscious

energy" change the motion of the very matter of which
is said to be a property; for he
believes the specific

it

also

insight.

to

catch

despise the

" problem of cognition," even as a physiologist he can-

realized through

in

its

eager not only

iently seen that the

existence of mind is subjectively
immediate introspection; while the existence of non-mental objects, revealed to us as material

that

convert our

for strictly physical, but also for philosophical

be present

have, however,

main batch of philosophical misconceptions,

of conscious states aroused in
his

organs of smell and sight

and believes

calls a rose,

to

" odor and color " are, as

be subsisting

existent independently of his perception

undoubtedly
perception,

aware

now

"odor and color"

the observer, but also
in the further

this

non-mental

as a

of

it.

interpretation

almost universally accepted by

his asserted " realism "

that

of

definite kinds

him through stimulation of
by something which he
Being

of sensescientists,

can consist only in the assumption
exist not

merely

as " properties

as sensations in

of the rose"; and

assumption that these two

sets

of existents,

the mental states in the observer and the properties in

THE OPEN
the observed object, are of an identical nature.

experience as as our individual

that, if the
in

is

certainly

he

sensations,

such, properties of the external object? It

how

For,

we

otherwise could odors and colors, which

also,

as

quite evident

of external objects are identical

properties

kind with our mental

then external

states,

thej-

From

this

it

the

external

all,

be

in a like

inevitably follows

And

identical.

consciousness and

that

or mind and being, must, after

existents,

Professor

Cope,

one

alone

supposition

realistic

despite

— by force

protestations to the contrary, turns out

— to

be

an

all

of this

outright

Idealist.

Thus ominous is the neglect of the " problem of
Hut however radically in error regarding

cognition."
this point,

it is

another misconception that most concerns

mind

us in our discussion about the relation of

This misconception

ization.

"

that

in the

is

to organ-

contained in the assertion

mind is the property of some kind of matter"
same manner "as odor and color are properties of

the rose."

We

have already clearly recognized

that

we

call

physical phenomena such phenomena as are perceptible
to us,

and odors and colors being perceived through sense-

stimulation belong

this

to

perceptible

order.

It

is

and observation which manifest
Sensible experience and observation
them to us.
manifest, in the same way, the entire organism and all its
ph vsiological properties, but the mind of an organism
experience

sensible

is

not thus perceptible;

by being sensibly
Therefore

it is

not

it

does not become manifest to us

realized

odors and colors

as

— as Professor

Cope

awareness

maintains

indh idual being who is experiencing
wholly imperceptible to any other being.

are

They have no power
much

of an observer,

of their

own

to affect the sensibility

produce any kind

less to

ot

effect

in senseless existents.

This plain consideration

which

Attribute

Mental

to

fatal

is

power

efficient

nature of mind.

to

speculations,

all

anything of

the

are revealing glimpses,

states

ami not themselves creative efficiencies.
A dense cloud is mounting, clear-cut and leaden,
above the horizon into the serene blue sky but ever and
anon, its cold grey mass seems illuminated through and
;

through by sudden flashes of lightning; and then the
world around reverberates the thunder of its voice.

we

Here, surely,

have plenty of physical forces

condensation,

cohesion,

concussion;

affecting our sensibility;

all

elect! icity,

world there

this physical

degree akin to mind.

nothing

is

Rut

in

all

remotest

the

it would be with the
commotion happened to be
unaccompanied by consciousness.
Only in case the
cloud itself were experiencing conscious states corresponding to its physical activity, would there be something present akin to mind or consciousness; and such
consciousness would obviously have no power whatever

brain,

if its

It is

here, as

intense molecular

of affecting either the sensibility of an observer, or the

nature of any other existent.
less

would be only

It

a force-

inner awareness; though at the same time the light-

ning might cleave the oaks and the thunder strike terror
in the heart of

men and

To harmonize

these

beasts.

two

essentially different orders:

the objective physical or perceptible and the subjective,

property of some kind of matter as odor and color are

mental or imperceptible, every school of philosophy,

properties of the rose."

even that of pure solipsism, has as already stated to
venture some kind of realistic assumption, to postulate

The

distinction here

and the imperceptible order

ible

now

have become

is,

As

radical of all distinctions in nature.

will

indeed, the most

soon

as its

import

in

high places, will dissolve like

idle

dreams.
desire to

know something

about mind, not

only indirectly through physical signs, but through direct

We

we have

assume the introspective attitude.
can learn nothing concerning its real nature through
to

We

sensible observation.

or smell a feeling,

know what

cannot touch, see, hear,

sensation, percept

these are

we have

to

taste

or thought.

question

To

our inner

experience, and no other observers can possibly

corrob-

of reality

beyond the immediately experienced

Now,

the realistic assumption, which the philosophy

of organization here makes,
sible,

When we
experience,

some kind

conscious states.

fully realized, spiritualistic philosophies,

holding sway

—

—

brought out between the percept-

and

is

in full

is

indeed the simplest pos-

agreement with given

facts.

It

sup-

poses that there subsist in nature non- mental existents
possessing the

power of specifically

ual sensibility,

and of manifesting their special character-

istics

by means of the

And

arouse in us.

definite kinds of

as animal

general

different

supposes

conscious
further,

non-mental existents, which

organism

power

it

affecting our individ-

of

— besides being

making

states

we

they

certain

that

perceive

in possession

of the

their specific physical proper-

same inner experience of our's in the way they
some physical experience which
is equally perceptible to them all; they
cannot touch,
see, hear, taste or smell any mental state of our's, as

by the observer

they can see the color and smell

the

taneously producing the conscious states experienced by

Mental or conscious

exclusively

known by

orate this

ties

are able to corroborate

moreover, peculiar organs, perceptible to an observer

states

are

odor of

a

an

rose.

inner

;

scientifically

all

in

at plaj

mechanical

light,

conceived as modes of matter and motion.

are.

— "the

589

ot the

them and

objects

manner; which means that
must be made of the same stuff as our mental states.

must be constituted

COURT.

nerve-centres,

arousing definite perceptions

in

us- have
as

whosefunctional activity, while perceived
as

nothing but molecular motion,

the observed organism.

is

simul-

——

—
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which

I

observed phenomena

as

In further elucidation of this position, into
find

using; "

myself forced by

foundation materials,"

These

will,

I

transcendent wealth of

—

few more remarks.

content and

organization;

vital

Of misery, want,

objective observation

commotion

of

nothing' but

as

art

As

forms,

have been borrowed from Western nations.
peculiar advantages are

now, when

its

street.

'Twas

there

I

found

The preacher who spoke words of woe;
The stars shone fierce above — around
All things were draped in snow!

And

its

marked

anything

Russia produces scarcely

surged into the

Into the street!

which

Among

intensity, as strongly

at

We

Mr. Ivan Panin commenced a course of lectures
on November 16th, on Russian literain Boston,
ture.
The lecturer admitted the work of his comits

—

fair
and God did reign!
musings glad and sweet,
the organ's grand refrain

my

So ran

of extended particles.

patriots lacks originality, especially in

or hate;

The world was

most inadequately

marvels of efficiency

unintelligible

— treasures

rare,

Proud faces fashioned fair by fate,
Filled up the pews
no hint was there

hope, disclose the super-conscious origin and

I

revealed to

will venture a

Wealth, beauty, grace, and culture

bitter

Yet

was the north wind's rage,
went hurrying on —

thin-clad forms

Forms bent with

but

From whom

from 1S00 to
moderation
with
or
union
of
and
its
temperance,
83=5,
modesty. These traits were shown by reading Turgenef's account of the suicide in Back Woods, and
Tolstoi's description of the storm in Childhood, Boy-

novels, as in the exclusively lyrical period

toil,

disease,

And baby voices begged
And voices rude made

1

With

oaths enforcing

for bread,

more drear
words of dread;
night

— was God near?

wondered

I

were ascribed in great part to the
fact, that Russian authors do not write for money, but
allow themselves ample leisure to produce masterpieces.
Another of their excellences is earnestness, a quality in
which American literature is likely to improve greatly,
Mr. Panin thinks, inconsequence of the increasing circuPushkin and
lation in this country of Russian novels.
Gogol are next to be taken up, and the subjects for
December will be Turgenef (on the 7th), Tolstoi, the

and age,

jov seemed gone;

all

hood, and Youth, and

And maddened men went reeling by
To homes where wives, with inward moan,
Hushed childhood's quick, impatient cry

And
And by

Girl-faces,

UV MRS. SARA

A.

From

first,

the

sights and sounds like these

—

—

A

loving Providence.

— The

He

}

God,

in

"Thought

mankind's name,

For light, for life, for home, and friends,
For all that through our sensuous frame

A

thrill

And

in choicest

"

listening in a cushioned

Wrapped

On

in a

pew,

dreamful, hazy mist,

music, lights, and warmth,

A

sudden optimist.

be fossilized

It is

I

be

to

war

is

stationary,

institutions

the consequence."

— E.

" In proportion

wealth."
"

is

to be

L.

stagnant, unprogressive,

only liquid currents of thought that

the world."

disgrace

as

And

To

dead.

phrase,

Of fruitful earth and glorious heaven,
Of love that guardeth all our ways,
Of pardon freely given.

refuses

on mans.

men and

of gladness sends;

then he spoke,

Index.

air,

refuse to change and

his

me;

to

this the moral that he drew:
That man for men, in larger sense,
Become what Heaven fails to do

On ornate dais stood aloof,
An uttered praiseful prayer;
thanked

— not creeds-

And

'neath frescoed fretted roof,

With flowers making sweet

told.

—

soul one night;

Both woke within me earnest thought,
One charmed by Fancy's airy flight;
One bitter anguish wrought.

The

defiant stare

Did this strange preacher preach
His sermon was on human needs;
His name Humanity.

UNDERWOOD.

my

whose

Their dismal story

TWO PREACHERS.
preachers touched

the street-lamp's flickering glare

glimpses caught of faces bold

I

writer (the 14th), and Tolstoi, the preacher (the 21st).

Two

hunger's fretful tone;

will

as nations get

attach

move

— Wendell Phillips.
to

more

corrupt,

more

poverty and more respect

to

— Colton.

Let us never forget that the present century has just
a right to its forms of thought as former centu-

good

ries

had to theirs."- Professor Tyndall.

"Plate

grew

sin

with gold, and the strong lance of Justice hurtless

breaks

Arm

it

in rags, a

pigmy's straw doth pierce

it."

Shakespeare.
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Associate Editor.

The leading object of The Open Court
work of The Index, that is, to establish

basis of Science

and

is

to

religion

on the

connection therewith it will present the
ci this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously defined,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions, without implying either the validity of theological
assumption, or any limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the conditions of human thought impose.
The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for blind faith
rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotry a liberal spirit,
tor sectarianism a broad and generous huinanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers of the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind
While Contributors are expected to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible only for editorial matter.
Terms of subscription three dollars per year in advance,
postpaid to any part of the United States, and three dollars and
fifty cents to foreign countries comprised in the postal union.
All communications intended for and all business letters
relating to The Open Court should be addressed to B. F
Underwood, Treasurer, P. O. Drawer F, Chicago, 111., to whom
should be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders.

The founder

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

24,

early in the present year, to establish and conduct

then hoped

entered upon a work which they

would

months previously,

many years. Some
Underwood had notified the

continue

B. F.

trustees of The Index, of which he had been

and co-editor

five

manager

years, of his intention to resign

that position at the end of the year to take charge
of the

new

journalistic enterprise.

trustees voted to discontinue

Subsequently the

The Index, and

among

and had often mentioned to B.

F,

Underwood,

is

but

years be

few

in a

begun, only a

just

announce that

first

number, the

their connection with the paper

is

concerned,

number

of

an end.

to

This

the last

is

far as
is

at

The Open Court

that will be issued under the present business and
editorial

management.

A detailed

statement of the facts and circumstances

which have rendered

this

announcement necessary,

cannot and need not here be made.
perhaps,

to

editors' resignation

is

Mr. Hegeler's expressed desire

and purpose to make a place on

who never

Dr. Paul Carus,

It is sufficient,

the immediate cause of the

say that

The Open Court

for

should here

lie-

had,

it

any editorial connection with the paper, who

said,

newer wrote a line for

except as

it

Hegeler's secretary, and

as Mr.

a contributor

and

who was unknown

Mr. Hegeler when his contract with the editors

to

was made. To the request that Dr. Carus be accepted
as an associate editor, the present editors, for good
have unhesitatingly refused to

sufficient reasons,

accede, and although always willing to
sions

when required

point

is

in

self-respect to sever

all

rather than yield to Mr.

make conces-

the interests of the paper, a

now reached where they

I

compelled by

feel

relations with this journal
legeler's latest requirement.

At the same time the editors acquit the proprietor
of the

paper of

an)-

injustice

intentional

this

in

matter, and appreciate his high purpose in founding

and sustaining
fulfil

The Open Court.

May

future

its

his highest expectations.

It

is

with

deep

regret

that

the

is

now

editors

abruptly bid farewell to the contributors, to

whom

the

all that has made it
The.
Open Court, among
readers of

indebted for almost

valuable, and the

they count man;- personal friends, and

who, though known

his

would

work, so

whom

Mr. Hegeler had long entertained the thought,

not only

this

new paper, under the management
" continue the work of The Index,"

and be not an unworthy successor of that paper.

it

such

high character and

a journal of

few months from the date of the
editors have

paper

announced, would

why

of success, and

fail

Open Court would

Tin-:

Now, when the work

the considerations which led to the decision was the
belief that the

West, and

put upon a strong financial basis.

and

1887.

THE EDITORS' FAREWELL TO THE READERS OF
THE OPEN COURT.
When the editors of The Open Court came West,
this journal, the}'

was hoped that

soon be recognized as

continue

in

Monistic philosophy.

reasons were seen

managed, should

earnest purpose, but that

UNDERWOOD,

Editor and Manager.

it

No

it.

a journal rightly
Published every other Thursday

liberal journal in the

had repeatedly expressed the desire that he should
have charge of

A Fortnightly Journal.

59 l

many

only as subscribers to The Index

and Open Court, have come to seem, from years of
familiarity with their

names on the subscription

list

THE OPEN
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COURT,
meeting

some

when the

of both papers, like old friends, as indeed they are.

localities,

To

aggregate of their numbers shall be twenty or over.
The desire is to connect with the work groups in
different parts of the country, who are in accord with
the Societies and are now debarred from forming new
Such
societies by the smallness of their numbers.

these the editors have for years addressed them-

conscious of a

selves,

sympathetic,

kindly,

and

now part with
new group

indulgent hearing-, and from them they

sad reluctance, and with regret from the
of friendly rentiers

won through the columns

whom

paper and with

a

of this

longer acquaintance was

composed

groups,

of

central point,

men and women of superior
now exist in Baltimore,

intelligence and character,

Washington, Toledo, Cincinnati, San Francis:o and

expected.

many

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE UNION OF THE
ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETIES.
The

at

annual convention of the union of the
was held in Chicago on

first

Societies for Ethical Culture

the iSth, 19th and 20th. Delegates from the

New York,

The

other places.

members-

contributions of

at-large, the report says, shall

be voluntary so

far as

amount is concerned, one-third of the contributions to go to the Union and two-thirds for a college
fund.
The report recommends that steps be taken

the

soon as an annual

to establish such a college as

in-

The

Philadelphia, Chicago and St. Louis Ethical Societies

come

were present, and among them

report of the committee on publication, which was

London Ethical

the

of

members
of

of the

and others not

Society,

Union, specially

their interest in the

who took

sat a representative

invited

movement.

because

Among

those

prominent part in the proceedings were
Adler, Dr. Stanton Cort, and Alfred
Jaretzki, of New York, W. M. Salter, Judge Henry
Booth, W. R. Manierre, Otis B. Favor, H. De Rood,
Dr. N. D. Morey, and Joseph Errant, of Chicago;
S. B. Weston, Dr. Emily White, Dr. C. N. Pierce and
Miss Charlotte Porter, of Philadelphia; W. L. Sheldon and Dr. Charles Stevens, of St. Louis; Mrs.
McCullom, London, Eng.; and Mr. Macomber, of
Toledo.
1 he special objects of this Union are to strengthen
Prof.

a

Felix

the bond of fellowship
cal Culture

outside

and

who

among

sympathy with the movement,

to

which philosophy and religion shall be expounded
from the different standpoints with perfect freedom,
and "from which incidentally shall go forth the ethiin

teachers of the future"; to publish and spread

is

raised from

recommends

subscriptions.

a publication to

quarterly, and to contain one or

more

work being done by the
members, etc.

of the

Societies, items of

last session of the convention, held Sunmorning, earnest and eloquent addresses were
given before a large audience by Professor Adler, Mr.
Salter, Dr. Emily White, Mrs. McCullom, of London, and others. The convention, was one of great
importance to the movement in the interests of which
it was called, and the measures and methods agreed
upon can hardly fail to augment its strength and

At the

da)'

extend

influence and usefulness.

its

THE SHARKY

POLITICIAN.

Monstrosities are beings in states of arrested develop-

One
idiot is the monkey semblance of man.
may have every external appearance of being human, and
yet may be mentally arrested in the eel-like, shark-like,
ment, as the

We

or ape-like stage.

experience involuntary repug-

nance of the slippery sneak, and
presence of the " god-like,"

and to further such objects as may
commend themselves from time to time to the Socie-

despises deceitfulness.

ties.

of the shark ancestry, in the guise of

The report of the committee on the extension of
the Ethical Culture movement, read by Prof. Adler
and adopted by the Union, recommended that local
committees be appointed by the Executive Committee in communities in which no Societies exist,
but where there arc persons desirous of being connected with the Union, and that these local committees be empowered to enrol applicants of good

tainly

Whenever

of twenty persons shall exist in

a

group

any one locality

duly enrolled, they shall have the right to send a
delegate to the annual conventions, as shall also
scattered

-roups of

less

than

twenty

in

different

heart-glow

feel a

in the

frank, hearty chap

suitable literature,

character as mcmbe'rs-at-large.

be issued

lectures, reports

interest to the

the Societies for Ethi-

create a fund for the establishment of an institution

cal

also adopted,

to secure the co-operation of those

are in

of $6,000

who

In this our age and country there survives a remnant

doomed

advancing

to

to extinction as the

men who

are as cer-

age and country are

understand and destroy them.

The

shark

figures in churches and socially as the sleek, watchful,

wilv,

hypocrite, loud

Wealth and beauty
a

great

stickler

secretly to violate

in

cant and

are his prey.

for

deep

As

in

schemes.

a physician, he

its spirit;

as a

lawyer he bribes

corrupts judges, suborns perjurers; but

nowhere

much

He

home as in
many tvpes.

at

field in

rant or educated.
guilt}' of

is

medical ethics, while managing

practical politics.

juries,

is

he so

exists in this

He may be vulgar or polite, ignoHe may brawl, gamble, steal, and be

grades of crime, from " eating with his knife" to

murder, or be Chesterfleldian, and have done nothing
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worse than foreclosing' a mortgage upon a widow's
home. The child and the multitude judge by externals;
so the sleek air and garb of respectability tell more upon
the Carlylean populace than straightforwardness and the
indifference to appearances of the one who is conscious
of his rectitude.

In the early days of Christianity,
a man's

avow

life to

who

the adviser of those

When

when

his convictions, the

grew

hunted these

it

was worth

sycophant was

down.

religionists

power, the Christian hypocrite
developed, and he has been the loudest in his denunciaWith the wane of
tions of atheists and agnostics.
the faith

churchly power
crop out

in all

in

sad to think that this creature will

it is

kinds of societies, and retard progress by

expounding principles of which he has but faint concepBut his best opportion, and for which he cares less.
tunity is in politics, his environment proper, where his
Scientific purtraits find fullest scope for development.

only
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explanation of the mistakes

in

to get proofs of contributions printed this

Our

admitted.

A
to

number

of readers having

or

The Open Court,

a

The

often the shark's purpose better than the truth.

subterfuges, combinations, treacheries of political

beyond

computation

or

the

The ramifying

uninitiated.

comprehension

its

of

With

success

is

The

public institutions, education and charities.

sick

upon

lections are lavished

If there

is

One

tax

whose operations

are

methods

is

by the pretext.

Recently he was summoned
to

— physicians of

court-room to hear

If he

have

effect-

show of magnanimity for personal grievances,
but righteous indignation for some trivial or trumped-up
a

experience self-respect; he can-

Given up to
lying and schemes, his mental apparatus must degenerate, and his progeny will inevitably undergo retrograde
development. Truth only is the foundation for brain
building, and habitual lying must work destruction to

With

self-approbation.

•

the beginning of the printers' strike in this
on November i, every printer who had been
working on this paper left. Even the proof-reader
was seen no more. The firm that prints The Open
Court experienced great difficulty of course in filling
the places of the strikers, a fact which is here stated
city

most

to the

court

out in

force

came

to the

schools

—

difficult

His philosophical bent led
branch, and he has consistently

pursued studies that bear upon ailments of the mind and
nerves, through great difficulties and many sacrifices.

While

dereliction.

mentality.

Wisconsin

In the U. S. Eneineer
Corps he was thrown much with army surgeons, for
whom he has a high regard, and they induced him to

shark bides his time, and accomplishes his end

The "shark " cannot
know the calm of

is

ing and meteorological work.

him

not

He

specialty.

—

devote himself to medicine.

by

all

his

his testimony
which included lonoupon various forms of insanity and they

a hated rival to remove, or a vengeance to wreak, our

ually

a

medical society turned

do him honor

dissertations

to

in

years being upon mathematical and astronomical subjects, as he was employed by the Government in survey-

offices.

afforded

expert

positions

societies.

more

of the most transparent and yet successful of the

politician's

medico-legal

and the county

numerous

scientific

publicly declared the Doctor to be a master of his subject.
His writings are very numerous, those of former

the element that too often con-

it is

and municipal

hospitals and

known

well

Dr. Cleven-

sculptor.

col-

vice.

a crime-class

hurtful than another,
trols elections

by ignorance, while

is

to the treatment of mental

and nervous diseases, and holds
a

and insane are robbed, frozen, starved and murdered;
the schools are controlled

famous American

a

the

all

number

devoted to the

is

of honor in

" boodlerism " as

the prostitution of

a

are

degradation, insecurity, and

pollution are likewise incredible.

the aim the result of

life

the last

notice of the author

Cyclopedia of American Biography
Doctor and his father,

In Afipletoiis'

ger confines his practice

serves

lie

in

on " Monistic

be but a rough

to

proper.

the

life

little

inquiries in regard

articles

Mental Science" (which he claims
sketch of the subject) was concluded

must be some

but in political

truth,

the study of

The Open Couri

made

Dr. Clevenger, whose series of

nature's laws, even superficially, there

in

to

printers assure us that there will be

no more delay or trouble, so far as
is concerned, from the strike.

devotion to

because

week

the writers in time for their revision, it is believed
that the)- will not have reason to find fault with the
only proof-reading of which circumstances have

column
who was

suits tend to repress sharkiness,

the last issue,

in

most of which were made after the revised proofs
had left our hands. Although it has been impossible

found

residing at an insane asylum as pathologist, he
his studies distracted

by the appeals

to his

sympa-

thies the harsh

treatment of the inmates occasioned, and
published an appeal to the citizens to take the manage-

"gamblers and thieves" who controlled
room was about the
only answer he received; but a few years after, "investi-

ment from

the

the place.

A

gations "

bullet-shot into his

corroborated

the

Doctors'

work one does

for

quate

His contributions

results.

reform

is

exposure.

The

seldom rewarded by adeto

knowledge

are

jfonrnat of Nervous and Mental Disease published in New York, and scientific journals

mainly

in the

of that class.
essays, and,

It

owing

is

seldom that he attempts popular

to his refusal to cater to prejudice

or

ignorance, he has resisted the allurements of mere popu-
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His lectures on " Art Anatomy," made several
ago
at the Chicago Art Institute (soon to appear
years
were enthusiastically received, for he conform),
book
in
larity.

vinced

his

audiences of the importance of realizing the

the influence of

Darwin and Spencer

Art

in

as well as

in Science.

since her return to England, says

We

"

The heated

dis-

[the Irish] question, remind one of the old days of
It must end in justice
slaver}- in our own country.
to Ireland, but

men

are so blind that they will resist

by some hocuspocus measures they can circumvent eternal law,
though all history proves the contrary."
it

had hoped to have for this number some word
from Mr. Hegeler to present with our valedictory but
none has been received beyond a request to hand the
manuscripts on hand to Dr. Cams, who " leaves for

:

cussions, dividing parties, churches, families, on this

as long as they dare, thinking that

;

Chicago

charge of the paper."

for taking

we were

week,

this

with

connection

in

make any statement
from

in

Monday,

We

extend

arc not authorized to

regard to the future of the paper,

this date to

The Open Court

Mr. Hegeler's

make

alll

Court Publishing Company,

which

to

All

plans.

checks,

payable to the order of

the paper should be addressed.
for B. F.

as

uncertainty as to whether our

have no knowledge of

will be best

preparations

The Open Court would

beyond the present number.
and

make
As late

to-day,'' the letter says " to

etc.,

It

for

The Open

all

letters for

letters

and papers

Underwood and Sara A. Underwood should
Page street, Chicago.

be sent to their residence, 86
*

tion

from Carpenter's Physiology, to
that there is no difference between secre-

and excretion, except

the "diverse destina-

in

tions, of the separated matter," the printer substituted
the word "distinctions" for destinations. Mr. Wake-

man, of the Freethinkers' Magazine, stumbles over
that typographical error and shouts, " There it is in
These 'diverse distinctions' exactly
a nut shell!
Mr. Wakeman
distinguish alcohol as an excretion! "
scientific
accuracy on
with
is too hysterical to write
this subject.

#

*

#

Professor Max Muller's lectures on "The
Science of Thought," which appeared in this journal,
will soon be issued by The Open Court PublishingCompany in a handsome volume, which will contain
also an introduction by the author and an interesting
appendix.

The

"

Common "

in jail in

is

in violation

Boston for preaching on

of an ordinance prohibiting

public speaking on those grounds.

He was

arrested

only after repeated and persistent violations of the ordinance, and he can have his liberty at any time

He

promises not to commit the offence again.
to

make any such

promise, and

is

he

sustained in his course

by many brother clergvmen, among
Cook, who eulogizes the offender as "

whom
a

man

Joseph
supreme

is

of

Yet, these very

consciousness and decisive strength."

men who

if

refuses

advise against the enforcement of and defend

the violation of an ordinance which

is

the will of the

majority of the people of Boston, formulated by their

chosen representatives for the protection of public prop-

and which the Supreme Court of the State has
pronounced constitutional' and valid, are of all men the
most severe in denouncing law-breakers, to the commutation of whose sentences in this world they are opposed, and for whom they believe there is no probation "in
the world to come." These public teachers are evidently
more under the influence of prejudice and passion than
erty,

*

#

In our quotation

the effect

A CLERGYMAN
" the

strike" has delayed this work.

of principle.

*

The

*

*

Society for Ethical Culture, of Philadelphia,

has a hundred and eighteen members, of

whom

fifty-two

Mr. Weston and bis supporters are doing good work, which should be encouraged and strengthened by all earnest liberals of the
Quaker City.

joined during the last year.

In the notice of

"The Combination

to Influence

Marriage and Divorce," page
540 of The Open Court, No. 19, the name Richard
Brodhead Westbrook, should be substituted for RichCivil

Legislation on

ard Brodhead.
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton leaves Paris to spend the
winter in England with her daughter, Mrs. Stanton Blatch. Mrs.
Stanton is, as she says, in the sunset of life; but it is a bright and
genial sunset, and her face, with

kindly smile,

tells

the story of a

its

halo of silver hair and

life

of lofty purpose.

As

*
B.

F.

war-horse of woman's rights, she ought to be strong-minded
and disagreeable, but she isn't, and I have met," says a writer in

terms,

*

Underwood

is
open to applications for
coming winter. For subjects,
address him at 86 Page street, Chicago.

lectures during

its

the

*

etc.,

the

"

"hundreds of women who did not believe in
woman's suffrage who were not half so gentle and interesting."

the

Paris Herald,

We
York.

quote the above from the Home Journal, New
A letter received bv us from Mrs. Stanton,

Lawrence Barrett says:
Because Shakespeare could not spell, and misspelled even his
own name, amounted to nothing. Nobody could spell in those
Raleigh spelled his name Rairley and Rowley. They
days.
went by the sound of words.

)
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VARIED LIFE IN OTHER WORLDS.
BY RICHARD

The

rum

A.

the various forms of

all

we may

fairly say,

a

number

—

who

to

modify

Among

views on

his

which are

strangely enough, few

who have

dealt with

theory of the biological evolution was

grounds, have taken

this

subject of life in other worlds

is

first

since the

it

established on

fact

into

made

at

account.

once more

and better worth considering in its semiby our changed position in regard to the
subject of life in this world of ours: the extension of our
ideas in regard to life as distributed throughout space, is
interesting,

scientific aspect

made more reasonable (though

it

the acqusition of actual tacts) by

knowledge

in

time.

not so

It is

had been

regard to

much

incorrect,

as

life as

can never be based on
the extension of our
distributed throughout

we find our former notions
that we perceive thev had

that

been incomplete. We had imagined, even in our most
advanced former ideas about life in other worlds, a uni-

nowhere presents. We had
tacitly assumed that all things were made on one pattern
throughout space, till we were reminded lay studying the
formity such

nature

as

records of our earth's remote past that throughout time
there has been ever present an amazing variety
that there has

— nay,

been an ever-varying variety.

Let us inquire how the views which men had been led
form about life in other worlds had developed out of
the one general opinion that there is but one world;
and, having done this, let us see how those views must
be widened and enlarged to correspond with the marvellous widening of our knowledge, and the yet more
marvellous widening of our conceptions which recent
vears have brought about.
In old times, men looked around them on this earth,
to

recognizing
itself

it

as to all intents

and purposes the universe

— the sun, the moon, the moving and the

being but

fittings

its

inhabitants, while other celestial

were
means of communication between the powers
comets, meteors, and

appearances, as
special

fixed stars

and adornments especially constructed

for the benefit of

so

forth,

ruling in heaven, and the creatures living in the one sole

world for which
It

was not

all
till

the Copernican theory had

that there

may

men began

to conceive the

be other worlds than ours.

first fairly

been

thought

One would

started

than a century passed before the idea

development which has

its

germ

We

"
in

find

in

my new

no other scheme

itself,

that as the only one of those orbs

we

can

full

works

really in the

of

harmonious disposition of the

verse, an

For who

orbits.

could assign to the lamp of this beautiful temple a better
position than the centre,

Here

parts at once?

whence alone

it

can illuminate

all

the sun, as from a kingly throne,

sways the family of orbs which circle around him."
This idea, scarcely changed in form, though many new
details were introduced from the time of Christian Huyghens till the day when Dr. Whewell, then Master of
Trinity, who had already produced, as one of the Bridgewater Treatises, an interesting contribution to the literaOther Worlds," startled many thinking
men by the anonymous publication of his strangelynamed " Plurality of Worlds," the real object of which
was to show that our earth is the only member of the

ture of " Life in

solar system
at

any

rate

which can possibly be the abode
of the higher forms of

of

life,

Sir

life.

or

David

Brewster was moved to write, in reply, his "More
Worlds than One," in which he defended the doctrine
of life in other worlds, then not quite two centuries old,
as " the creed of the philosopher and the hope of the
Christian."
The controversy between these two distinguished men, unequal though it was (for Whewell
was far better versed in the matters chiefly dealt with
than Brewster), and bearing though
strictly

scientific, led

thought.
first

clear

much

to

If nothing else

it

did on a subject not

really valuable scientific

had been evolved by it than the
Whewell
( made by

and definite suggestion

that the theory of our galaxy and of external galaxies,

advanced by William Herschel, supported by Humboldt,
and Arago, and a host of others, and even to this day
lingering in our books of astronomy, cannot possibly be
correct, the disputants,
their several

was

eminent though they were

in

work and valuable as their time
world, would not have wasted time

lines of

to the scientific

over the unscientific subject about which they had been
in controversy.

At

the close of the controversy between

Whewell

seemed as though choice only remained
between two ideas. Whewell's new view, really the
belief which had prevailed for thousands of years and to
it

the seventeenth

century,

that

attending on each one of

space

in

the abode of

our earth

modern doctrine

planet in the solar system, and

suggested

More
its

theory what can be discerned

our sun to be the ruler over a family of orbs, whereof
but one, the thought would at once have

to

— an admirable symmetry of the uni-

inhabited world; and the

is

grew

Copernicus:

have thought that the moment Copernicus had shown
our earth

which presents the other

the sun's family as probably suns.

and Brewster,

thing had been made.

fairly established that

was
members of

doctrine

these the ques-

worlds must be mentioned, though,

tion of life in other

The

in

this

accepts it-

of subjects of philosophic inquiry

not strictly speaking scientific.

scientific

recently

peopling

every student of science with

competent power of thinking

is an inhabited world, the others probably arcBut the growth of new ideas in such matters is
slow, and it was not till the lime of Huyghens that the

so too.

life

earth, compels the students of science

compels,

examine

TOR.

theory of evolution, as developed

reference to

595

all
life,

all

is

only

the

that

every

the planets in systems

the millions of suns peopling

each

sun

nourishing

life
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moon helping

each

world upon which
presented

to

me when,

itself to

dealt, in various essays,

fascinating subject,
tific itself,

make

and

comfortable on the

life

attends.

it

was thus the matter

It

in

— a subject

the years 1867-1869,

1S70

in

book, with

in a

I

this

which, though not scien-

has ever been pregnant with scientific sugges-

tion.

But

as

I

studied

it,

— then without

theory of biological evolution,
subject

I

am now proposing

the aid

of that

whose bearing on the

to consider

—

I

began

to see

that analogy and direct evidence alike suggest a theory

much greater interest than either of the others, as well
much more probable. I saw that time as well as

of
as

space must be taken into account.
part of space

is

orb

this

If

in

one

inhabited, and also perhaps that other orb

some remote part of space, but not the intervening
space between the two, must we not see at least the
probability that in like manner one particular time may
be a season of life for one world, and some far remote
in

rob

one, or at the utmost

life,

life for

This idea grew

was able

I

another.

I

gathered the evidence more

examined

fully together, and

length

as

it

more

carefully, until at

adopt a definite method of

to

vaporous stage, of which our sun

support of

and those which are
death.

life,

in the stages

of decay and even of

size of a planet as afford-

ing a definite indication of the stage of
ably reached
it

has prob-

life it

— for science knows nothing

as yet,

though

has guessed much, about the probable order in which

the several planets began their orb
as a

life

—

I

yet adopted

sound general principle the belief that the larger

planets are

younger than the smaller.

It

may

be

shown

that the stages of the lives of the giant planets

Saturn
and Jupiter would probably be five or six times as long
as the corresponding stages of the life of our earth.

many millions
own record

Substituting for the

earth has endured (her

many

times as

six

of years

which our

tells us this) five

millions of years,

we

though Jupiter or Saturn had begun

or

see that even

their careers as

planets several millions of years earlier than the earth
that start

would long

since

have been much more than

covered by the earth with her five-fold or six-fold rate
of progress through the stages of planetary life, and the
giants would be now much younger than the earth.
In
like

manner, even

if

our

moon had

started her independ-

ent orb-life several millions of years later than the earth,

with her

yet,

would have

much

lived so

smaller mass, our companion world

much more quickly

that she

would

have been old when the earth was still young, and
would have reached the stage of death millions of years
before the earth had reached her present condition of
middle life.
I

was thus able

to classify the

system into the representatives of

members of

—

the glowing

first,

the only example,

is

which the giant planets Jupiter and
Saturn are representatives; the time of mid-life, represented by our earth and probably by Venus; old age,

Mars and Mercury and

represented by

;

which

death, of

moon is the only known example, though probably
among the moons of the giant planets and among the
asteroids there may be other instances.
the

was natural

It

extend the analogy from world-life

to

If there are young-

to sun-life.

and old and middle aged

worlds, so also there must probably be

and middle-aged suns.

If the larger

young and

old

worlds have longer

stages of world-life than the smaller, and are therefore

probably the younger, having passed through relatively

much

smaller portions of their

would seem
much younger

is

much

that the larger suns
(in

longer

lives, so also

would be generally

Nor

development) than the smaller.

evidence wanting,

sizes of the stars, to

show

we know

though

little

that this

is

of the real

actually the case.

classify-

those which are in mid-life,

Without regarding the

which could

the fiery stage, of

The

ing worlds into those which are in the stages of preparation in the

only, of

These were,

or vegetable existence.

it

time the season of

two

be regarded as suited for the support of forms of animal

the solar

five distinct stages of

stars or

suns have been classified by means of

which may

the spectroscope into four orders,

justly be

regarded as representing four distinct periods of sun-life.

There are those which shine with a steely white lustre,
Vega, Altair, and others, whose spectra indi-

like Sirius,

even intenser splendor than that of our sun's sur-

cate an
face,

and a

among
light

extending outer region of hydrogen as chief

far

much of those sun B
The suns of this
space.

its way outwards into
among which one-half of

on

order,

'

the elements able to absorb

the six hundred

exam-

ined by Secchi were classed, include a few like Sirius

and Vega, which are undoubtedly much larger than our
sun, and almost certainly
fairly infer,

much more

massive.

though we know not the

the remaining stars of this order, that they are

same giant

class as

much

times as

which would imply

diameter ten times, and a volume no
sand times as great.

In fact,

therefore

sun, and his real fellows

same degree

we

less

is

a

than one thou-

find reason to think that

youthful, suns exceed our

among

the stars, in about the

that the sun exceeds the giant planets, or

that these exceed our earth and her fellow

what

of the

be twice as great as the sun's, he has a

surface one hundred times as great,

these giant, and

all

which emits two hundred
the sun, so that assuming his

Sirius,

light as

intrinsic lustre to

We may

real distances of

planets of

called the terrestrial order.

Then

next,

we have

stars of a

yellowish white color,

which are shown by the spectroscope to be closely akin
to our own sun in condition.
Such are Capella and Aidevaran, suns probably akin also to our sun in

hundred

size.

Of

examined by Secchi with the
spectroscope, about one-fourth were of this second class.
the

six

stars

—
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we have stars of

Thirdly,

rounded by

has been forced upon me
have
been duly taken into
that until these considerations
account, no just ideas respecting other worlds and other

But of

mostly of yellowish- orange

which are shown by the spectroscope

tint,

to be sur-

powerfully absorptive, and

atmospheres
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late the conviction

not merely

the

Such are Procyon, Arcturus,
Antares, and others among the somewhat ruddy stars.

suns can possibly be formed.

It

philosophic study of a problem

not strictly scientific, but

We

may

in

sun

life

therefore relatively cool.

advanced in
earth and her

safely infer that they are farther

own

than the sun which rules our

tints,

—strong

red,

garnet,

When we

showing much deeper

stars

blue

purple,

and

stage of death

sun

— could not be recognized

the

belonging

of a sun

is absolutely dark; and to a
dark orb the spectroscopic method, which depends on

analysis

But yet
self-

we

contradictory

An

galaxy.

to

possibly

)

(if

be

is

to take a

not

orbs which

disturbs be themselves luminous.

it

astronomers, in point of

may

they

fact,

more than

suspect,

if

full of their

still

grown

full

tree, the

the

grown

tree

old and

orbs

withered, and the dead stump.
may be said to be alike. But

in the details of the sev-

eral stages of planet life there

may

In this respect

there not in

life,

— nay, must

much greater range of
among plants? A man who

probability be a

all

And

variety

even

pictures the conditions of

among

all

be as great a variety

as in the details of the stages of planet

not be said to have absolutely demonstratt d,

planets than
life,

for

example, on Jupiter or on

which

the moon, during the periods when one planet will hereafter be and the moon formerly was, a fit abode for liv-

primeval lustre have been observed

ing creatures, to be the same as the present condition of

the existence of dark suns by the perturbations

suns

if

and the stages of old

wider range of variety) pass severally through

sapling, the

its

recognized indirectly by means of light-messages,

The two planets doubtglowing vaporous stage, the

the successive stages of tree-life seen in the seedling, the

of the existence of dark suns in the

orb does not cease to exert the attractive

to

in

age, decay, and death, just as an oak and a poplar (not

applicable.

such a term

life

limits the

unlike the history of another

is

fiery era, the life-bearing period

mass when it ceases to be truly a sun,
being a source of light and heat, and with them life,
dependent worlds. Its perturbing action may be

powers due
in

of light, cannot

have clear evidence

its full

to a different class.

less each pass through the

comes only when the sun
the

we

probability of

cannot push to

the history of one planet

same way

For the death

as the four stages of actual life.

are dealing with the

as utterly unlike the life-history of another planet, as

— namely,

in the

discussion in the strictly manner.

argument from analogy (which is, in fact, all we have
for our guidance), without coming upon the consideration that the whole life-history of one planet may in any
given case, and must in an immense number of cases, be

regard them as actually decrepit.
final stage of the caieer of a

call for

other worlds, indeed,

green

which under spectroscopic examination show such evidence of absorptive atmospheres as to indicate a yet
more advanced age than the third class, if we may not

The

of the universe, that such considerations present

themselves, and

Tnen, fourthly, we have

in

the strictly scientific inquiry into the probable struc-

ture

fellow worlds.

is

may

be said that the regular changes in
the lustre of that strange sun Algol, the Winking
Demon Star of Arabian astronomers, attesting as they do

our

the existence of an opaque attendant nearly as large as

in the forest

bad

of

should conclude that a sapling oak would

to

undergo.

that sun

It

itself,

demonstrate the existence of

dark sun, in a different way, but

Nay,

light- messages.

for

still

my own

at least

one

by the teachings of

part, I recognise the

giant planets in the solar system as dark suns:

young

—

they are old, if not dead, as suns actually
darkness means death, though they may be so
hot that they may still possess some degree of life-nourishing power for the satellite worlds attending on them.

as worlds,

dead

if

Thus
«f life in

had advanced in dealing with the subject
other worlds, and life-supporting power in

far

I

other suns, as early

as,

1S75, within six years of the sug-

gestion of the thought that the life-bearing stage of a

but a portion of the planet's life-history.

planet's career

is

During those

six

years,

thoughts of the probably

but

with growing clearness,

limitless variety existing

worlds and suns had presented themselves.
Hot definitely considered such ideas still

—

dwelt upon them.

among

But

I

less

had

had
I

own

earth,

would probably be

as far

wrong (merely

viewing the question from the standpoint of analogy)
as

an insect would be who, having concluded that the trees
tree-life,

grow

to

all,

like his

own elm home,

be an elm, and that the withered stump of a

poplar represented what had been an elm

epoch

their stages

at

some remote

in the history of the forest.

When we turn from the mere suggestions of analogy,
which, though they may be trustworthy in a general
way, can hardly be regarded as of scientific weight
consider the probable lifein regard to detad, and
histories

of

probably also

planets,

same conclusion
It is

in

size

certainly,

and

we are forced to precisely the
which we had been led by analogy.

to

if two planets unequal in
formed of exactly the same materials

manifest that even

size are nevertheless

similarly

differing

in structure,

proportioned,

the

physical

features

of

the

two planets at corresponding stages of the career of
each must be altogether unlike. Consider, for example,
our earth and the moon, taking the stage of life through
which our earth is passing now and through which the
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moon
had

passed millions of years since.

as

much water and

as

much

air,

moon

If the

then

compared with her

COURT.

in all

of

planetary appurtenances.

moon would he

As

the water and air ot the

distributed over

a

which

surface

is

between one-thirteenth and one-fourteenth of the earth's,
it is clear that there would be but one-sixth as much of

moon

either to each square mile of surface on the
is

And

on the earth.

be reduced

power

smaller

of

terrestrial gravity

square

the actual density of the air

even a greater degree;

in

as there

lunar gravity

— one-sixth

— the smaller quantity of

would

under the

for,

air

of

only

over each

would press downwards with only one-

mile

thirty-sixth of the pressure of our air at the sea-level,

of the

the density

lunar

air

would be

less

and
this

in

important degree.
All those wearing forces, then, which

air

and water

many

exert on the earth now, and have exerted during

— forces

by which not only the
present aspect of the earth, but her aspect during the
millions of past years

whole time over which geology extends its survey, has
been determined were altogether insignificant on the

—

moon during
history.
Not

the corresponding

portion

of her

life-

only were the tools with which the moon's

was fashioned much weaker, but they were used by
a much weaker hand,
namely, by lunar gravity, having
but one-sixth the strength of gravity as exerted by the
earth.
Adding to this the consideration that these
weaker and less effectively used forces continued in
face

—

action for a

much

shorter period of time,

we

see that the

moon's aspect throughout the whole duration of that
part of her planet life which corresponded with the

must have been utterly unlike
by our earth. But we have seen that her
physical condition must also have been very different
from our earth's, even if her aspect had been the same
and her structure identical. The conditions of life, both
animal and vegetable, on the moon's surface, and in her
air and within her seas, must have been utterly unlike
those now prevailing on the earth, and also unlike those
which have prevailed or will prevail during all portions
past and present of the earth's life-bearing career. All this
we recognise, be it noticed, even on the most favorable

earth's life-bearing stage

that presented

assumptions

with

regard

to

resemblance

possible

in

original condition and structure; but since the effects of

the great diversity of mass must have been fully as great
in

every

upon the earth and moon

respectively.

we

In comparing any other planet with the earth,

mass, as the earth has now, then she had one eighty- first
part of the earth's allowance of each of these important

the circumstances determining the characteristics

life

have considerations such

not only

which have long been

account, but also those others

recognised

beginning
in

(i

hough

their full

of

significance

is

which depend on

to be realized),

lengths

the

as these to take into

the

various

now

only

differences

and

days

planets'

the different amounts of light and heat planets

years,

receive from the sun, and other peculiarities

importantly
vegetable

The

life.

life-history

of a

which must
animal

and

planet like

Mars

development

the

affect

of

marked decree
from that of our own earth; but even were the stages of
life the same on either planet as on the earth, the much
smaller amount of heat received by Mars, and the much
greater amount received by Mercury, must produce
important differences in the' conditions under which life
would exist on the surface of either planet, as compared
or Mercury, for example, must differ in

with the conditions (luring corresponding stages of the
life-history of

our earth.

It

is

barely possible, though

exceedingly unlikely, that peculiarities
of planets

may

earth

in the

tend to temper,

of the sun, and

in the

in

one case, the excessive heat

other to

augment the

case

—even

if

we were

effects ot the

But even

smaller amount of heat he supplies.

were the

atmospheres

nearer to or farther from the sun than the

justified

if this

thus

in

imagining peculiarities of which our earth, the only
these very
planet we can study, affords no evidence

—

peculiarities

would

result

in

different conditions of

life,

and lead to ihe very conclusion to which we should be
guided by considering the m >re probable peculiarities
resulting from difference of distance from the sun.
It is clear, then, that the conditions under which life
wou'd exist in two planets, whether unequal in mass
and unlike in physical structure, or traveling at different
distances from the sun, or differing in all respects from
each other, would be unlike.

Of old,

when

led

it

was noticed

at

all,

this consideration,

only

to the

inquiry

whether such creatures as exist on the earth could exist
on other worlds, in what respects they might need
protection against undue heat or cold or great changes
of temperature, and in what degree they might thrive
under conditions differing more or less markedly from
Dr. Whewell went
those which prevail on the earth.
further than others in considering the effects of such
varieties of condition

when,

in

dealing with the giant

planets, he discussed the probable results of their great
st

ige of the primeval progress

of each

planet,

distance

while the glowing vaporous and
longer, and

were probably

fiery stages lasted

more

far

decisive

much

as to the

future ch iracteristics of the forming planets than the

bearing stage,

we

see that in

all

still

probability even the

we imagined must be
more marked divergencies admitted

resemblance of structure which
given up, and

life-

from the sun and

specific gravity.
in

regard to

all

I

still

their

toto cixlo

difference of

mean

from Dr. Whewell

the points of detail mentioned in the

—

and indeed my views as to the intense
pervading the masses of the giant planets, have

followii'gp issage
heat

differ

long snee displaced those which Dr. Whewell here
advances; but the general idea running through the
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— namely,

and

sound,

the

that

must

differ the features of life

is

much

—

is

altogether

shown
commended

imagination

of

liveliness

throughout the passage
"Taking into account

where the cbnditions

differ also

to he

(which no one

any) solid materials;

(if

the strong hand with which gravity presses

down such

materials

five

amount of light and heat which reaches
times the earth's distance from the sun what kind of

We

him? Can they have
skeletons where no substance so dense as bone is found, at least
in large masses?
It would seem not probable.
And it would
seem they must be dwellers in the waters, for against the existence
to assign to

led

we have much evidence. Thev must, with
and heat, have a low degree of vitality. They
must then, it would seem, be cartilaginous and glutinous (query:
gelatinous?) masses; peopling 'he waters with minute forms;
perhaps also with larger monsters; for the weight of a bulky
there of solid land
so

little

of light

creature, floating in the fluid

on

than

ground.

solid

If

would be much more

we

are

resolved

much

solid

have

such a

we must suppose

population, and that they shall live by food,

the waters contain at least so

easily sustained

to

matter as

is

that

requisite for

the sustenance of the lower classes; for the higher classes of

animals will probably find their food in consuming the lower.
I do not know whether the advocates of peopled worlds will think
such a population as this worth contending for, but I think the
only doubt can be between such a popu ation and none. If
Jupiter be a mere mass of water, with perhaps a few cinders [!]

and an envelope of clouds arou' d it, it seems
very probable that he may not be the seat of life at all.
But il
life be there, it does not seem in any way likely that the living
things can be anything higher in the scale of being than such
boneless, watery, pulpy creatures as I have imagined."
at

the centre,

Underlying

this there

all

is

the idea of the special

creation of creatures to correspond

in

nature with the

which thev would have to live. The
modern view according to which the various species and

conditions under

varieties of animal

themselves

their

to

and vegetahle life, as it were, adapt
environment, enables us not only to

reason more confidently as to the difference of life-forms in

own, but also as to the difference in the
whole process of life development in such worlds as compared with ours. Knowing that so far back as we can trace
the existence of life upon this earth, from the primary
age onward, through the secondary, tertiary, and recent
planets unlike our

ages to our

own

time, thioughout

many

millions of

may

whose

life

shorter

we

can see that

in

a

its

infinitely

planet

varied branches,

where from the very

of our
most advanced of
here.
For it seems

that in a planet

having

might have been such

We

life.

hundreds of thousands of years, and have then
undergone rapid changes in response to marked changes
in the conditions under which
they have subsisted.
Doubtless the progress of development might be more
rapid in a planet whose life stages were comparatively
short, than it has been upon our earth.
Yet time must
be an important factor in the development of life,
regarded as a whole, upon a planet. And we must
for

regard

as at the least highly

it

of

were

life

(or

probable that on Mars,

moon, few of the higher forms
have been) developed,' those forms being

on Mercury, and

in the

forms on our earth.

also entirely unlike the higher

life

As
we

definite

for the

development of a creature akin
exceedingly

consider the

to

man, when
of

nature

the

course along which evolution proceeded in developing

man, the multitudinous conditions on which his development as the creature he is depended, and the enormous
length of time required to produce him from among all the
numerous races developed upon the earth, we perceive
the utter unlikelihood that any creatures resembling him
There may
exist on any other world in the universe.
well be
nay, we might almost say there certainly must

—

be

— creatures

man

resembling

worlds than ours, but

it

in

intelligence in other

would be absurd

to

assume, and

unsafe even to imagine, that such creatures would have

human race on earth.
must
It
also be regarded as improbable that in worlds
Mars,
like
Mercury, and the moon, having much shorter
the form and appearance of the

such

could spread

worlds

development of the higher forms
have reason to believe, indeed, that on the
earth races have remained little unchanged sometimes
of

animal and vegetable
life

appears

in

to favor the rapid

as

than

tree of

it

inferior to the

periods, the conditions

life

life

were much shorter than those

stages

which have developed
however unlikely,

those

as

wherein the

not be quite so certain, though

conceivable,

lives

directions,

of weight),

is

other worlds must be unlike those

must have been

earth,

years, there have been multitudinous de\elopments of
life in all

doubts whose opinion

life in

probable, that the forms of

altogether

;

we be

inhabitants shall
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existing on our earth.

as there are; the small

him, at

now

the forms of

all

:

the circumstances of Jupiter's state;

his probably bottomless waters; his light
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our earth, creatures possessing intelligence

man

and

has,

man

like the civilized

more unlikely

still

of our own time

(in

that creatures

which

I

include

the last six thousiind years at least) have ever existed on

worlds.

When we

how

consider

bearing stagr,

those

short-lived

were dissimilar, the whole tree of life
must have been unlike. Our biologists are beginning

many

millions of years our earth continued as an abode

beginning of

life,

through the whole

life-

the conditions

to recognize

how

this antl that species or variety

owed

of millions of millions of living creatures

the

lowest types of

how many

during

astronomy shows surely that all the conditions
which the biologist recognizes a decisive in the development of animal and vegetahle life on the earth must be

human

philosophic

quite diff rent in other planets: thus then

well be prodigal also

antl

certain that

if

it

is

absolutely

the theory of biological evolution

is

sound

that

beings

existed

in a

ere yet even

were developed, and

before

thinking,

man was developed upon

Nature which

worlds

life

tens of thousands of years millions of

very existence to the character of the environments;

its

human

is

reasoning,

this earth,

we see
may

thus prodigal in regard to time
in

regard to space, and leave

many

solar system, as well as long-time intervals
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the history of any given world,

in

unadorned by the

presence of reasoning, philosophic beings.

The same thought seems

me

to

to

when

be suggested

COURT.
upon

as a matter of principle, that

we do not need

matter of doctrine; we

as a matter of principle, that the per-

feel,

to insist

as a

it

—

formance of duty and all that implies is an inspiration a religious
that it does for us
inspiration, a deep, warm, fervent inspiration
what religious doctrine does for the old-time believers. It gives
Is lite worth
us an aim in life.
It answers to us the question:
;

we

look forwards to the probable future of our earth's

The

history.

his

own

which the materials of
any rate) can endure
consumption,

man

civilized

rapid close to

civilization

Within

the earth's future history.

few thousands

years (or a
stores on

which

(as

it

present

the

at

The

period during

living?

now

exists at

rate

of

And why is it worth living? To perform our duty. Lite is
worth living because we have duties to perform. It is worth living for no other reason. This work in which we are engaged
thus sets a purpose in our life. It inspires us in times when we
are active and able to meet our responsibilities; and it gives us
comfort and consolation in times of affliction. No one has yet
adequately spoken upon this thing. No one has yet adequately
declared what wealth of comfort there is in the idea of duty. It
is in the nature of every affliction to open to us larger duties, more
difficult and finer duties, than have been imposed upon us before.
In the performance of these larger duties which affliction unfolds

their

period which can be but as a second in

a

is

vigorously preparing a

is

existence.

civilization

is

a

few hundreds of

the outside) the earth-

at

draining so lavishly, and

with evergrowing activity, must be absolutely exhausted,

and man will be

left to

earth's annual produce

depend, like other animals, on the

— on herincome, her capital being

That under such conditions man will retain
his present position must be regarded as unlikely, to say
the least.
It
would seem that whether we look
backwards or forwards, we must recognize the existence
civilized
of that special development of terrestial life
man as limited within a few thousands of years, as
lasting in fact but for a time which compared with the
duration of life upon this earth is as a few minutes
compared with lifetime.
exhausted.

—

—

to us lies

us up.

lift

that our societies are

give

us

same

the

religious societies

satisfaction as

in the

given

is

sense that they
within the

to those

churches.

The next question
have used

it,

Are our

is,

in the way I
By no means are
which we come into col-

taking the word religion

societies anti-religious?

There is only one point in
with the teachings of the current religious systems.

they that.
lision

the positive religions desire, as they

tell us, is to

All

elevate the moral

So far
the community.
no difference between us. But
mark the great difference in the method. They all say, "We
want to lead men to do what is right" but they add, " No man can
do what is right unless he first accepts certain doctrines." There
are certain conditions which must be fulfilled before men can proceed to lead a moral life. For instance, you can not be virtuous,
do what is good, be moral, unless you first believe in God. Therefore, you must lay the whole emphasis of your teaching on belief
in God, or belief in a future state of rewards and punishments.
Before these conditions are fulfilled, before these beliefs have
life

of the

as that

THE AIM OF THE ETHICAL MOVEMENT.

They give us strength. They educate
They spiritualize us. We can claim, then,

our consolation.

They

us.

members

of the churches and

aim goes there seems

to be

;

BY PROF. FELIX ADLER.
Report of an address given before the Convention of the Union
Sunday, Nov. so, 1*97.*

of the

Societies for Ethical Culture in Chicago,
It lias

my

to

fallen

What

lot to

close the exercises of convention

under such circumstances, can be more
appropriate than to consider the real underlying aim of our work?
And 1 propose, in the brief time which I shall occupy, to consider a number of questions which naturally arise in the mind
when the aim of the ethical movement is stated, and to give brief

Sunday.

subject,

replies to those questions.

The

question of this kind that

first

naturally arises

is

ligious society

we ought to face that question frankly
evident that we have among our members not a

and

fairly.

?

It is

few persons

this:

Is a

who do

not in the least care for religion

against religious belief in any shape.

hand, persons

may

say that

men.

But

is

who

culture a re-

society for ethical

think

I

are deeply

We

and fervently

;

protest

have, on the other
I

think

all

culture,

as

such,

religious?

"religion" has always implied a theory of a universe,
and of man's relation to the universe. If we take the word in
this its natural meaning, I think I must sav for myself It would
unfair to call

society, because

the Society

we do

for

Ethical

not oblige our

Culture

members

to

a

religious

an acceptance

of any theory of a universe, or of man's relations to a universe.
We ask no questions concerning the belief of our members.
We have no creed which they need to subscribe to before being
admitted, nor any outside creed adopted or accepted by the

On

society.

would

all

the other hand, there is a sense in which I believe we
agree that our societies are religious societies. In this

sense they are religious,

we

join, the

same

and ceremonies give
*

in that

we

believe that the

work

are engaged gives us, and would give to others,

only

men

that they can be

believe

it is

man, and

is

We say

We

believe

this

it

it is

that whether a

immaterial so far as right action

is

point

departure.
is

neces-

possible

man

concerned.

be-

We

only necessary to hold the rule of right-doing before
whether he
if it is really right he will accept it,

that

believes the theory

of

it

or not.

The

appeal to conscience

is

and the response of conscience is immediate. Now, this is
the chief point to which I would call the attention of my hearers.
It is the radical point from which we depart from the churches.
The effect has been, as shown by history, that this assumption
that there are certain preliminaries which must be fulfilled ha6
led men to give their chief time and attention to these preliminaries; and in the attempt to build up these indispensable conditions to the moral life, strange to say, the religious world has
You know what reignored the first principles of morality.
ligious historv ttlls us on this subject; that it has initiated cruel
wars, that it has been the cause of murder, and has given use to
inhuman and unnatural forms of punishment and torture, and
given thousands and thousand of human beings to the flames, all
for the purpose of securing in their minds those indispensable
conditions which are the requisites, they say, to a moral life, a
virtuous life. And even yet is this so. Million^ and millions of

direct,

The word

be

reach the conscience directly.

lieves or not

I

the lecturers of the society thus far are religious

hopeless to expect of

sary to reach the conscience indirectly.

a

the society for ethical

it is

Now, here we differ from the churches; and
over which we dispute is a most important point of
The important point of departure is this: They think
moral.

to

who

religious.

been followed up,

Not revised by

tlie

satisfaction
to those

that religious

who

Professor Adler.

in

which

if

they would

belief

and forms

are in the churches.

We

feel,

dollars are being spent to-day in the sending out of missionaries
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to the heathen

schools

—-not to cultivate,

— though

that

not to civilize them, not to plant

done incidentally

is

— but for the

pose of inculcating beliefs without which,

ous

life

churches and chapels
is

good

for

— for no man

in itself

— but that which

it is

believed,

pur-

a virtu-

Other millions are spent in erecting
the purpose of teaching, not that which

impossible.

is

main

claims that a belief

in hell is

good

in

supposed to be necessary for the accomplishment of the ulterior object. I have read, in a story of one of
itself

is

how

the loveliest of the saints. Princess Elizabeth, of Hungary,

the Princess, as she looked up to the figure of Christ on the cross

and saw the agony in his face, quiet mechanically took off' the
golden crown from her own head and put it away from her, and
how, when her attendants, in astonishment, asked her "What are
you doing?" she answered: "This golden crown of mine mocks
the crown of thorns." The Episcopal bishop of New York asks
magnificent sanctuary while

for millions of dollars to build a

New York

there are thousands in

suffering from grinding pov-

from hunger, from crime, and almost homeless, and

erty,

all

these

millions he wanted to spend for the purpose of teaching these

conditions

indispensible
action

is

impossi

— those

ble, instead

beliefs

which moral

without

of spending at once these millions in

feeding the hungry, clothing the bare, giving decent

who

those

away with

homes

to

are without shelter, banishing ignorance, and doing

The roundabout method of the Christian church
The way you seek good is false. By teach-

vice.

has born evil

fruit.

ing that belief

is

necessary you are putting obstacles between

We

and right action.

say that the direct appeal

is

man

necessary.

Make it plain to their minds
to do the right.
without any of your beliefs, without any of your
Men will respond to your appeals and follow the

upon men

Call

what

right

is,

conditions.

This is the essential point of
line of conduct you propose.
departure of the ethical societies from the ethical teachers of
the church.

The third question which I would ask — and it is the last — is
Are we not in danger of falling into an external view of
I answer that no act
morality if we insist on right action only?
is

mart of lite, where temptations beset us, there shall philosophic*
meet and contend, and there shall they be judged.
Yes, I think we are on absolutely safe ground in saying that
our single plank
righteousness.

is

practical right-living, right

And what

does that

conduct, practical

mean? Does that onlr
mean only obeying the

mean goody-goody talk? Does it
decalogue— not killing our neighbors ami not breaking any of
those more obvious rules of conduct? No, my friends.
Practical
righteousness means depths beyond depths of hope; glory bevond
glory of human grandeur and worth.
It will mean, in times to
come, a new state founded on justice, a new organization of
society in which the few shall not strive lor wealth at the expense of the toil and. the misery of the manv, but in which all
shall be able to lead a whole human life.
It will mean, in the
time to come, a new law of purity in the relations between the
sexes, a law of purity not only outside of marriage, but a new
law of purity within marriage; a fairer interpretation of the duties

which the husband owes to the wife and which the wife owes to
husband; a new conception of the dignity and worth of
womanhood. It means it will mean in the time to come a new
the

—

—

reverence for childhood, a new education; and it will mean, also,
in the time to come, a new conscience, headed from the deep
springs of ethical truth, and a new heart lifted above the petty

themes

—

lifted

to

which the degeneracy of the times has

so as to enable

it

led us to

descend
and the loftiest
what we mean by practi-

to express the noblest

human

soul.
That is
That is the work, members of the societies for
ethical culture, in which we are engaged.
Who shall say that it
is not a large and inspiring work
that it lacks in divine impulses
that it has no power to stir and exalt?
Let us pledge ourselves
anew as we have met here to-day in this great city of the West.

aspirations of the

cal righte msness.

—

—

Let us pledge our allegiance to it anew. Let us pledge ourselves
be true to it, and it will make us true. Let us elevate its interests high above all sordid interests.
Let us consecrate to it
our life and our strength; and in its name and for its purposes let
us stand together as one band of brothers, united in our true and
to

this:

right unless the motive that leads to

claim to lay

OOI

down

a law as to

what

is

We do not
We only

right.

it is

holy cause.
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the right motive.

SOCIETIES.

man and woman to act from what they believe to be
the right motive, but we will not attempt to force them to accept
any particular motive as the right one. There are a great manv

at the

different philosophical

systems and theories contending together
what the right motive is. The utilitarian tells us that the
motive must be measured by the usetulness of the object sought.

Convention of the Union of
Ethical Societies, held in this city, said last Sunday:
"I am sure that many English people would join me in saving

as to

that

The

the faith in

ask every

materialist says that obedience to natural

right motive.

And

law

Now,

so on with the others.

is

then,

alone the
I

confess

Mrs. McCullom, a

member

of the

London

Ethical

Society,

concluding session of the

we owe

American Ethical Societies
showing us how to organize the work and express
which we are vitally interested. In England where
a debt of gratitude to the

for so clearly

speech on religious matters

far less free

is

than

it

is

here,

and

danger that we may lose
that we may lose our sense of solidarity in
our sense of union
this movement if we commence by disputing on theological
The arguments of the natural sects are no more sweet to
sects.
me than those of the theological sects. There is no philosophiIt does not
cal view on which the ethical movement stands.
stand on the Spencerian nor the Pantheistic system, nor the
material. The ethical movement simply says:
Do the right

where custom is iar more tyrannical, that faith is held bv many
quietly and silently, not without suffering, for it is a hard thing
for scattered individuals, without any organization, to cut themselves from the religious sympathies which count for so much in
everyday life.
To these believers in ethics the news of the
American Ethical Societies comes like a veritable gospel, and
their feeling was well expressed by one who attended an ethical
lecture in London, and said she felt as though she had stepped

from what you believe to be the right motive.
The movement
is unpledged
and tree, and will so remain. I trust, as long
There is but one thing, one plank, in our platas it exists.
form practical righteousness; and that is the text to which the

out from a fog on to a breezy

that there appears, at

first

sight, great

—

—

different theories will be finally brought.

sophical

theorist that that theory

sults, that

So

I

say to the philo-

which produces the best

theory which evolves the finest

re-

types of character,

which gives us the noblest and most exalted standards
that theory which shall be most triumphantly
proved by its fruits, will have the victory. By their fruits shall
they be judged. Not in the closet of the thinker, but in the open
that theory

of character,

"The London
but has done

gaged

common.

Ethical Society was formed about a vear ago,

little.

members have long been

Most of

the

working

for the C.

en-

O. A. the C. II. F. and
similar organizations, so that their hands are already full.
They
in teaching, in

have therefore confined themselves, so far as the societv is conSunday evening lectures at the east end of London; discussion is allowed after the lecture and interesting questions are sometimes asked.
moveI am sure that if the Ethical
ment in this country were more widely known and more accurately
understood in Great Britain, it would win many adherents among
cerned, to giving
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From

those whose motto is "Reason and Freedom be our watchword,"
and who therefore cannot work happily under the clerical management that controls so many of our philanthropic efforts.

—

Progress among us is greatly retarded by the action of those
and thev are many who go to church for form's sake or to avoid
They select, perhaps, the most liberal church they
comment.
can find, thev repeat there words they do not really believe, they
subscribe to church funds, and then think they have done their
You, in America, are plainly showing us that they are
duty.

—

wrong, that honesty demands that we
public expression of opinions
clear our

we

minds from confession,

should not endorse the
we should

think misleading, that
that, in fact, as

one of your

lec-

man to be reasonable.' And
this dutv is especially imperative for women also, for if we are to
pass on any truths effectively to the next generation, we must
turers put

it,

'It is

the duty of every

We must not believe,
understand it clearly ourselves.
merely because we wish to believe, or say that the happiness
of life depends on the nobility of some cherished notion;
We are here in
that is the language of moral cowards.
our
are not of
limitations that
with
circumstances and
making or choosing, and the great questions for us are, what can
we believe truly, and how can we act worthily. If facts are ha rd
we must summon more courage to face them, remembering that
if we shirk them, it is our children that will pay the penalty; that
if we accustom ourselves to mental narcotics we shall hardly be
j

good moral citizens.
near future an increasing number of
women, both here and in England, will realize that clear thinking
brings peace and joy, and that the work of the Ethical Societies
can fully satisfy any religious demand that it based on reason.
able lo teach our boys to be
trust

"I

as true

It is

that

now

the

in

as in the days of the

Roman

poet that

CORRESPONDENCE.
THIRD CONGRESS OF THE GERMAN SOCIAL DEMOCRATS.
tlte

On

Editors:

October

was opened the

2d, at

Bruggen, near

St.

Gall, in Switzerland,

third congress that has been held by the social

democrats of Germany since the promulgation of the anti-socialist
law in 1878. The congress held in Copenhagen, four and a half
years ago, had been of extraordinary importance, as was shown by
the result of the elections in the year following, and by the everincreasing severity of the repression on the part of the government.

The law was even more

rigorously applied and

arbitrarily interpreted than before; the right of free

restricted or abolished; the clubs of the socialists
their
after

more

speech was

were dissolved,

meetings prohibited and their journals suppressed. District
district was placed under the state of siege, and all the

avowed members and prominent leaders of the party were

ruth-

imprisoned or expelled. However pressingly,
therefore, the need of another congress had made itself felt, a
change of tactics had become imperative in the face of these persecutions, and, since it was impossible to convene a congress in
lesslv persecuted,

the fatherland,
a

it

was resolved

neighbor country.

to

accept the hospitality offered by

Private invitations were issued, the circum-

stances of time and place were kept a secret from the government,

and a congress was organized to be held in Switzerland. So that
when, on the first Sunday in October, from all quarters of the
German Empire flocked the representatives of the party, none of
the constituted authorities either in or out of Berlin had an inkling of the thing, while all the necessary arrangements for the
reception and comfortable quartering of the delegates had been

most admirably made.

parts of

Germany, with the

solitary exception of the

which the party is comparatively weak,
owing to the agricultural population and the undeveloped state of
industry, delegates had congregated. The number ot delegates
present amounted to eighty, an aggregate never attained by any
previous congress, and a fresh proof of the vitality ol the movement and of the devotion and fearlessness of its members, seeing
to

districts, in

what consequences the men taking part

in the

congress expose

themselves.

At a preliminary meeting, the customary

greetings

and

was decided that
the proceedings should commence on the morning of the next

introductions having been gone through with,

it

day with the election of a president. Ex-deputy Auer, who spoke
in the name of the conveners of the congress, opened the first
Ignatz Auer, a harness-maker by trade, is a tall,
daj''s sitting.
middle-aged man with a red beard. Elected in 1S77, he has taken
an active part in the movement, both in and out of Parliament.
In 1880 he pronounced a three hours' speech against the state of
siege in Berlin and the abuses of arbitrary power under it; in
18S1 he was expelled from Berlin and subsequently from

Ham-

burgh.

Deputies Singer and Hasenclever were elected presidents.
He is a wealthy
is a prosperous manufacturer and a Jew.
man and a most generous one; chief founder of the Refuge for
the Homeless, an institution supported by private contributions;
Singer

when,

after

the proclamation of the state of siege in

Berlin,

numbers of socialists were forcibly expelled, he contributed
5,000 marks in aid of their families. Both he and Hasenclever are
prominent members of the party, the latter a tanner by trade,
large

was a friend and disciple of the
Ferdinand Lassalle, and president of the
Workingmen's Association founded by the same.
Bebel was the first to speak. August Bebel, perhaps the most
popular of all the socialist leaders, is a man of about forty-six;
delicate in appearance and unassuming in manners, he has a fine
and open countenance, with brown hair and beard; he is a very
elected for Berlin and Breslau;

great

"Heaven lies about us, and we do its will
Not uninspired though all the shrines be still.

To

all

Northeastern

German

agitator,

fine orator, persuasive in

argument and unrivalled

as a debater.

has suffered imprisonment for many years, and has only just
regained his liberty in time to put in an appearance at the congress.
Bebel said, that if the material condition of the party could be

He

taken as a standard measure of its moral and political power, it
was high. Repression and persecution had been powerless to
injure

the

it:

quite the other way, in proportion as the violence of

government had

increased, the ardor

and

spirit

of sacrifice of

the socialists had been stimulated, and he was happy to be able to
affirm that, financially speaking, their position was a most satisIn the course of his speech Bebel explained that
the total income, by voluntary contributions from the German
members of the party had amounted, from 1SS3 to 1SS7, to the
factory one.

of 135 748 marks, and to the sum of 208,655 marks when
including the contributions from comrades abroad and a deposit
Before concluding, the speaker desired to call
in the bank.
attention to the admirable spirit and fortitude shown by the men

sum

in

the districts under the state of siege, and further desired to
German comrades in the United States and Switzer-

thank the

land for the very material help afforded by them. The members
of the congress express their grateful recognition of this act of

by spontaneously rising from their seats.
at the congress: after having obtained permission to
attend, were many Swiss notabilities: Dr. Victor Adler, from
Vienna, editor of the excellent journal: Die Glcick-Hcit (Equality),
Frau Guillaume Schack, and Ernest Belfort Bax, from London.
solidarity

Present

Frau Schack is a middle-aged lady of noble family. She is of a
philanthropic turn of mind and an ardent convert to socialism.
Belfort Bax is a distinguished English socialist; a tall and thin

young man with

a slight stoop, very dark eyes and expressive
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He is one of the founders of the London Socialist
League, and has been, with William Morris, co-editor of the
Commonweal. He is a brilliant essayist and an excellent scholar.
After much and thorough-going discussion, a series of resolutions were put to the vote, and for the most part unanimously
carried.
It was resolved that the line of conduct hitherto followed
by the socialist deputies in the Reichstag he maintained; that all
indirect contributions be condemned together with the monopolization aimed at, on purely fiscal grounds, of all general and
indispensable articles of consumption; that the tendency shown
by the refusal to tax brandy and sugar, and the proposal to
increase the duties on corn, be denounced as benefiting the
land-owners to the detriment of the lack-land classes.
Respecting the so-called governmental social reforms, Auer declares that
he recognizes in the rejection of the law proposed by the social
democrats for the protection of the workers, a conclusive proof
that the governing classes in Germany are wanting in the will to
do anything toward ameliorating the condition of the working
features.

class.

u only

was further resolved that

It

such candidates be sup-

ported as shall accept our platform and openly declare themselves

And

democrats."

social

that

called for 1SS8, in view of a

an " international congress be

common

An

its

Democrats

The

to the Anarchists.

resolution

was

chief leaders.

indefatigable

Liel

Knecht

a

is

man

remarkable

of

ability,

worker

movement,

in the service of the

fighting for

and in the press as editor of
the official organs of the party.
In accordance with the expressed
wish of the Congress, his speech on Anarchy is to be published in
pamphlet form. The resolution declares that the Anarchist
theory, inasmuch as it aims at absolute individual autonomy, is
anti-socialistic, nothing better than a one-sided development of
middle-class liberalism, although in its criticism of the existing
Above all it
social system it starts from the socialist standpoint.
alike in the Reichstag as an orator

is

incompatible with the socialist

means of production and the

the

and

results, unless

production

demand

is

to be

of

for the socialization

social regulation

of production

reduced to the dwarfish

standard of the small artisan, in insoluble contraditions. The
cultus, on the part of the Anarchists, of a policy of force, to the
exclusion of
idle

all

other,

is

based on a gross misconception of the

Force

of force in the history of peoples.

reactionary as a revolutionary factor

the former.

we make
There

While condemning

all

— nay

it

is

quite as

much

a

has oftener acted as

individual acts of violence,

the representatives of reaction answerable for the same.

exists

no Anarchist party

agents provocateurs in the pay
them against the working-class."
"

in

Germany, but there are

of the reactionists,

who

use

A

commission of three members was appointed and charged
with revising and slightly modifying the present programme of
the party.
An adopted amendment proposes to substitute for the
principle of co-operation the demand for the expropriation of the
land and the
all

means

of production.

differences arising between

Lastly,

members of

it

was resolved that

the party be settled

medium

of the press but by arbitration.
Addresses and letters of congratulation had been received from
the Socialists of all countries; and in conclusion, President Singer
gave expression to the thanks of the party for the hospitality given
not through the

them

A

characteristic feature of the

in Switzerland.

He

Congress has been that

resolutions have been voted unanimously or bv an

all

the

overwhelming

majority, a proof that whatever individual differences of opinion

may
at

obtain on miner points,

one as

throughout

it

is

that a very

in favor of the

the Reichstag, of those

and openly take

members and

fundamental

the

to

notable fact

leaders of the partv are

involved. Another
marked tendency has been shown
principles

extreme

of the socialist fraction in

left

members who

repudiate

compromise

all

on the platform of Social Democracy.
A final conclusion to be drawn from the successful course and
character of the St. Gall Congress is that all the forms of persecution successively tried by Bismarck and the powers that be in
Germany have definitively been found wanting. Coercion laws
have proved powerless; all the pains and penalties of the penal
code so arbitrarily and mercilessly inflicted have not helped the
imperial government and have not hurt Social Democracy.
Certain

it is,

their stand

to cite the Paris Temps, that, "all these

repression point equally to the ardor of the
socialism,

and

growing success of

to the

this

measures

ot

government
dangerous

to fight
doctrine. "

LAl'RA LAFARGUE.

Paris, November.

pointed to the fact that the natives

THE STUDY OF HUMAN SUFFERING.

de-

and.of extraordinary firmness of character. As early as 1S4S he
took part in the rising of Baden, and ever since he has been an

it

to a close after a four days' duration.

workmen."

fended by Wilhelm Liel Knecht, a veteran of the party and one
of

the St. Gall Congress, one of the most successful ever held,

important resolution was passed, to define the position of

the Social

Amidst most enthusiastic cheering and applause
came

proceedings.

action in furtherance of an

international law for the protection of
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who

had attended the sittings, had manifested their surprise that congresses, such as the one just held, should be prohibited in Germany, considering the orderly and business-like character of the

To

the Editors:

The

interesting truths which you point out in a current edion the subject of pleasure and pain are so common y oveilooked that I must thank you for continuing in this way a topic
which I had partly treated in my essay on "The Mystery of Pain
As you suggest, the happy half of the world,
in a New Light."
even at present, knows but little of the suffering half. The great
trouble is, while keeping one's good intention apparent, and without deserving the charge of cynicism, to make the happy half of
the world realize this fact, to show it that the very circumstance
of being comfortably fed and warmed and settled in life largely
incapacitates it for really feeling what extreme pain is. The
lawyer who, on taking up the newspaper after his cup of coffee
and morning drive and walk in the flower-garden, finds himself
led by the account of some dreadful casualty to reflect on the suffering in the world, and who reassures himself, after awhile, by
the thought that it is no use worrying about such things that
they will all be explained sometime, and that it is enough for
him to be a good lawyer and make his family as happy as possible, hardly realizes how much his cup of coffee and his drive and
his flower-garden have contributed to the logic of this conclusion.
He is more apt to think this conclusion due to the good sense
and reasoning power and blurt" energy which he is conscious of
possessing, and to attribute a contrary conclusion to a want of
torial

—

these

traits.

This sort of constitutional obtuseness which actually thinks
itself meritorious is very difficult to encounter, and those who
undertake the task may easily doubt their power to make any
general impression. In our own homes, when suffering prevails

we

feel called

larger world
feel

it

upon
will

to put all other interests aside, but in the

probable be a very long time before people

impelled to pause in the pursuit of pleasure at one place be-

cause

it is

The

a world of sadness

point

I

would

somewhere

like to bring out

else.

is

not at

all

the failure of

generosity in the well-disposed; certainly, at the present time, no

one can question the prevalence of much helpful charity. My
object is to indicate not a want of feeling but a want of perception.
In so

far as suffering is

discerned

it

receives consideration, but

there are certain causes in the happily-circumstanced which pre-

vent a discernment

at all

proportionate to the reality.

The warm

—

:

;

THE OPEN
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atmosphere that surrounds the mind of every man comfortably
situated in life is a natural barrier against any wide and penetrating realization of the pain far spread over the surface of the
It proglobe, and which is an integral part of the fate of man.
duces an inclination, this warm atmosphere, to shut out unpleasant reflections, just as one hastens to close a door that admits a
The fact is within the selfcold draft to a comfortabl'e room.
observation of us all. We, willingly give to pity and to charity,
but bevond that we will not go; our mental happiness must be
kept intact ihe room warm. We will not bare our minds to the
harsh reality of a world of pain, though sometimes, here and
there, a figure may be seen ready for the encounter, generally,
when the question presses, men simply avoid the problem of suf-

—

fering.

It

may

be better to defer explanations, their avoiding

minds urge; one cannot settle everything at once, and perhaps
these doubts come from the devil; one should trust more; indeed
it will help people most to think man's destiny blissful, whatever
the truth, and if one does recognize the truth no good is done

COURT.
IDEALISM AND REALISM.

To

the Editors

Will you tolerate a suggestion or two, rather

in

the spirit of

inquiry than otherwise, anent the issue between Idealism and

Realism?
It

appears to

me

much difficulty arises from a failure te
own and others' meanings in the use of

that

exactly apprehend our

employed in the treatment of the subThere is a further difficulty that these terms are used with
several more or less different meanings, often during one judgment or inference as well as in the expression thereof. Thus we
allow the boundary line between the / and not / to be drawn,
now' here, now there, and often all at once, as it were, and unperceived; so, also, with the boundary line between those states
of consciousness we term Knowledge and Belief.
Take, for instance, the frequent affirmation, " We know and
several terms constantly

ject.

can

know nothing

save the affections of our

own

consciousness.'

answered these questions, and, even without philosophy, one may
well doubt whether a world so beautiful can harbor a sinister
meaning; the manlier way is to trust the beauty of sunsets, the
exaltation of music, and the exquisite inspirations of the human
mind, and wait for another world to show that everything in this

Here we distinguish between the Ego and consciousness, and put
But it ought to be put thus: Present conthis the object of that.
sciousness is alone knowledge. For even ihe present memory
of any past mental experience implies a belief in the true correspondence of the present with the past presentation. The present
remembrance is known immediately the past experience is made
present immediately. Now, if the notion of knowledge is thus

one

restricted, Idealism

perhaps after

is

all

the situation

is

exaggerated

;

philosophy, too, has

for the best.

These are the thoughts the avoiding mind urges, and that
they are simply self-excusing thoughts

is

revealed by the absence

any anxiety to examine their contraries. It is never asked
whether deferring explanations may not be dangerous; whether
the situation may not be underestimated; whether the devil does
not tempt to too much trust; whether the solutions of philosophy
are any thing but glosses; whether the beauty of the world can
of

prevent its famines; whether the manlier part, notwithstanding
our exquisite inspirations, is not to face the truth about things.
These questions are never asked, and yet the thoughts which
prompt them are more unselfish than the others, which are often
mere paltry, self-excusing thoughts, intended to keep our foolish

minds happy.

The reason
Only when the

sciousness

is

the restrictions,

must be evident to all.
recognized for what it is,

for discussing this subject
is

can an adequate beginning be made in treatment. When pleasant, ^elf-excusing views are put aside, a hundred serious minds
will be given to the problem which now consider it but casually,
as on a ship that

is

finally

known

to leak all

hands go

to

driven to a vanishing point, for present con-

where can

it

Or,

if

Idealism repudiates the

take a stand without incorporating

knowledge? This is to me an
very solicitous to be enlightened upon,

belief as an essential constituent of

important point that
if

any solution

am

I

For, granting that

exists.

constituent of Belief,

I

Knowledge have any

see there no boundary within which

we

can enclose the notion of Knowledge save such a one as w ill include all that body of beliefs which prove impregnable to doubt,
r

—by

mean not to include suppostitious doubt, but doubt
Of course, Subjective Knowledge would differ from
Knowledge as to its mode of derivation, but not in its

ivhich

really

felt.

Objective

I

Realism would stand established if Knowledge
above suggested.
Perhaps, however, I only show my superficiality of information and reflection.
I may add that, as I conceive them, the issue of Idealism vs.
Realism is quite a different one from that between Idealism and

essential nature.

were defined,

suffering in the world

is

simply momentary.

as

Materialism.

Francis

the

C.

Russell.

pumps.

To
lectual

me, indeed, it seems
worker should give of

work, and

this

is

almost the only ethical lesson my mind discerns in the muchtalked-of theory of evolution. Though theological evolutionists
do not allude to the fact, it remains true that the survival of the
method the mind can imagine for
fittest is the most brutal

advancing a race of living beings, as

it is

also,

and by a strange,

unnoticed coincidence, absolutely the only method that can be conceived to have arisen in chance without a guiding hand, did one

According to this theory, which is
undoubtedly true, a happy life at the present time owes its existence and its happiness to a process involving the painful failure
of countless innocent lives, born less fit for the struggle than their
contemporaries. Does not the acceptance of a happy life on such
I think there are many, and
conditions involve a point of honor?
that there will be more, who need not ask that question of them-

care to entertain that view.

selves twice to find an answer.

answer the

real study of

human

And

with this question and this

suffering begins.

Xenos Clark.
"

Live

—

Beware of desperate steps the darkest day,
to-morrow, will have passed away." Cotvj>er.

till
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of honor that every intel-

a point

his ability to this

Pine and Palm. A Novel by Moncure D. Conivay. New York
Henry Holt & Co., 18S7. (Leisure Hour Series), pp. 348.
;

Price $1.00

reader who has been accustomed to M. D. Conway's
more serious writings does not take it as at all out of place to find
him in the role of novelists; the pretty touches of fancy, the vivid
bits of word painting, the bright flow of wit, the subtle hints of
unwritten romance contained in his moral teachings, seem to

The

have prepared us for his " first appearance '' as story-teller. The
book, which deals in a conciliatory spirit with the differences
between the North and South, comes at an opportune time when
efforts are being made in many directions by statesmen, essayists,
novelists, and others to close up the last gap in the " bloody
chasm," which nearly separated the Union, and to weld together
in brotherly love the States once " dissevered, belligerent, and
drenched in fraternal blood." " Pine and Palm," however, seems
properly to belong to an earlier date of such peace-making, and
strikes us as

having been written

in ante-bellum

times, as

it

deals

THE OPEN COURT.
The

with the issues then before the public.

tone,

of the

too,

younger writer than the M. D. Conway of to-day,
who would no", we surmise, be able to conceive of two such
superlatively virtuous, amiable and noble representatives of the
North and South as the Damon and Pythias of this story Wentworth and Stirling, two model Harvard students. Mr. Conway's
own experience as a Virginian, a Harvard graduate, and an antislavery man previous to our civil war, helps to make very
story

is

that of a

—

realistic

many

descriptions of thrilling episodes

common

at that

which Stephen Foster, Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Wendell
Phillips, Capt. John Brown and others play appropriate parts, in
the serio-comedy of negro camp meetings and of anti-slavery
mee'ings, and the tragic scenes of slave-rescues North, the slavemarts South, in the early history of "bleeding Kansas" and the
thrilling drama enacted at Harper's Ferry.
In one of his Southern heroines, the lovely Gisela, we are forcibly reminded of the
romantically true story of those brave Southern workers for
freedom, Sarah and Angelina Grimke\
At no point does Mr. Conway's story drag, even though he

adds a melancholy interest to this work that the death of

It

its

605

author was almost simultaneous with

its

issuance from the

press.

A

Washburne graces

very fine portrait of Mr.

of the

first

volume, while the work

the front page

many

enriched by

is

pictures

M. Thiers, Gambetta,

of the leading spirits of those days, such as

Empress Eugenie, Emperor William, Jules Favre, Marshal
Bazaine, and others; and spirited illustrations of the most stirring
events of that revolutionary period are given.

period, in

gives us, in
lectures,

its

and

course, sketches of several sermons, anti-slavery

transcendental

talk.

His

and heroines,

heroes

though rather impossible creations from a commonplace point of
view, are yet very interesting, and ideally satisfactory, while the
story ends, as stories ought to, with the good duly rewarded and
happy, and the rather weak villains either repentant or punished
in a mild and tender-hearted
sort of way.
Mr. Conway's
kindly treatment of the

" bad 'uns "

of his story

tribute to the tender-heartedness of the

— his wife; and we like him
ment and for — his dedication.

dedicated

one

all

to

is

perhaps a

whom the volume is

the better for such treat-

—

Two

For

Price $8.

vols.

by A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
very handsomely bound and printed volumes of some
700 pages are these before us, containing a record of the thrilling
experiences of Hon. E. B. Washburne during a stirring period of
French history, while acting as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States to France from 1S69
to 1S77, a period embracing two of the most interesting events in
the Siege of Paris and the rise
the later history of that country
and fall of the commune. It is with these events that Mr. Washburne's book principally deals, although he describes, with less
sale

Two

—

particularity,

many

other interesting but

less historic

matters

pertaining to his eight and a half years' sojourn in France.
writes:
left

"

While

all

I

the interests of the
tive

deemed

I

it

my

had not only the interest of our country but

Germans

to look after."

As

the representa-

of a friendly neutral and powerful nation, Mr.

Washburne

had been asked to protect the interests of the Germans in Paris
during the war between the French and Prussians, a position he
found more onerous than he had expected, but which he filled to
the utmost of his ability, though he says, " I had but a faint idea
of what the undertaking was going to involve, for I had not supposed it possible that I should be charged with the care and with
the superintendence of more than thirty thousand people expelled
from their homes on so short a notice. * * * The legation
began to be crowded from day to day by persons desiring proThus it happened
tection, advice, information and assistance."
that he was brought into intimate connection with the leaders of
all sorts, and a participant in many of the events of that time. So
his book becomes an important addition to history, since he wrote
from personal knowledge and recollection.
lively

It

is

written

in

a

which presents to the reader a
and interesting panorama of a dangerous episode.

simple, plain, but graphic style,

In the midst of the Shakespeare-Bacon-Donnelly sensation,

Professor Snider's book appears very opportunely.

"What

In the preface he queries:

difference does

make

it

in

judgment of Shakespeare's work whether he was a Catholic
or Protestant? Whether, indeed he was called Shakespeare, or
by some other name? His book remains the same, and must be
judged as it is; any argument to the contrary implies that our
the

view of Shakespeare

determined by our view of some-

to be

is

thing else, or of somebody else."

The

raison d'etre of

pearean literature
whole, in

its

is,

Mr. Snider's contribution

in his

own words,

to the

Shakes-

show each drama

"to

as a

thought, organization, and characters; then to group

cognate dramas into a higher Whole by their common fundamental principles; at last to behold all the dramas of the past as one
Whole in fine, to sum up Shakespeare. Such a plan, if success-

—

ful, will

unfold the inner meaning as well as the outward struc-

The author

ture of the Shakespearean drama."
in the

well says: "There

statement that the unique and all-sur-

passing greatness of Shakespeare
*

the ethical order of the world.

his

lies in

*

him

highest selves, and hence take

*

Men

comprehension of
see

in

him

their

as their greatest

exponent."
Why Shakespeare's dramas have been thought most worthy of
this writer's attention is thus explained: "The drama represents

web of his comfrom him, and coming back
to him, and thereby portrays in the shortest space, and in the
most striking manner, the relative worth of human deeds. Nor
does it rest content with the mere external doings of man; on the
contrary, it penetrates his innermost nature, and probes the profoundest depths of his spiritual being. For it unfolds motives,
ends, convictions; and in fact, these internal elements constitute

man

in action.

him

It exhibits

in

the infinite

plications, with influences passing out

its

He

the other diplomats of the first-class powers

Paris at the breaking-out of the insurrection,

duty to remain, as

Snider.

can be no doubt

Recollections of a Minister to France, 1S69 1877. By
E. B. Washburne, LL. D. With Illustrations. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1SS7.

Shakespearean Drama. A Commentary by Denton y.
The Tragedies. Boston: Ticknor & Co., 18S7, pp. 41S.

TIie

most important
Mr. Snider, in

feature."
this

sideration of the trtigic

by

his belief that

work, further confines himself to a condramas of Shakespeare, impelled thereto

"a tragedy

not produced merely by an indis-

is

crimate slaughter of the characters at the end of the play. There
must be something within the individual which brings him to
there must be
him forward to his

destruction
drives

deed."

;

The

"Romeo and

a principle
fate;

his

which
death

is

fills

to

his breast

and

spring from his

"Timon of Athens,"
King Lear," "Macbeth," and

tragedies analyzed thus are
Juliet," "Othello,"

"Hamlet."

The

style of this

work

is

pleasing, the

commentator's

own

thought elevating; and the volume, solid and handsome in its
make-up, will be found a valuable help in the study of Shakespeare.

The Right of Property and the Ownership
If.

T. Harris.

Cupples,

Hurd

of Land.

By

(Reprint from the Journal of Social Science.)
& Co., 94 Boylston Street, Boston. Price 25

cents; pp. 40.

Henry George's famous theory is compared in this pamphlet
with actual facts from the best sources, by an impartial scholar,
accustomed to philosophical reasoning. Dr. Harris proves, from

THE OPEN COURT.

6o6

the last national census and other standard authorities, that the
average amount of rent paid by each individual in the United
States for land without buildings, at six per cent, on assessed
valuation, would be, if we were all tenants, only "eight dollars
apiece per year, or

1-5

2

Even

cents per day."

in

Great Britain

and Ireland, rents average only 2^ cents daily for each inhabitant; and there the assessed value of land scarcely doubled
between 1S01 and 1882, while that of houses increased more than
In other words, the alleged grievance of payment of
rent for land to individual owners is a mere drop in the bucket.
The common saying, that "The rich are growing richer and
sevenfold.

fewer, while the poor are

growing poorer and more numerous,"

is

next proved, not only from British but from American statistics,
to be dangerously false; though Dr. Harris does not consider the
reasons for believing that an exception to the general improve-

by Jules Bretonne, is earnest and simple, and is a good
specimen of this popular painter's style. A Flemish maiden of
the seventeenth century, is in quite the opposite style, but is very

There are many minor studies and designs
which are very attractive. We turn with interest to the article
called "Art Amateur for iSSS," to see what good things are
promised for the coming year, and find a rich feast is to be set
quaint and pleasing.

number

there will be a color study of landscape, flower, or figure.

Victor Dargon's flower studies will

this will

the

months

be continued, the flowers

which they are published;
give the student an opportunity to compare them with

being appropriate

the

to

in

Special attention will be given to china

natural flowers.

painting, with practical instruction

and designs.

designs and Edith Scannell's sketches of children

Wood

of the condition of the

working classes has recently been
United States by the excessive increase of our tariff.
Neither does he remember how much of the prosperity of skilled
laborers in England, since 1840, has been due to free trade, or he

be continued.

made

in the

Needlework, Tapestry Painting, and Photography

would not repeat Carlyle's slander of political economy as " the
dismal science," and bestow such undeserved blame on Adam
Smith, Ricardo and Malthus. These defects are slight, however,
compared with the merit either of the arguments already referred
to, or of those showing that factory hands are much better paid in
comparison with other laborers, especially those on farms, than is
generally supposed; that if Henry George's plans were set in
operation, farmers would be crushed, while all who live in cheap
houses would be taxed too heavily; and that " History looks upon
the invention of private property in land as one of the mightiest

will contain art notes

human

The Revue

lie

progress."

Belgique for October opens with a

full

account

of the

Dutch poet Vondel, who vindicated the memory of Barne-

veldt,

and furnished

the

grandest

article tells

Milton that conception of Satan which

to

of Paradise

feature

how

a

is

Another interesting

Lost.

young Frenchman named Fabre gave himself

aged father,
crime of hearing a Protestant
preach. While toiling among convicts, in hardships which were
embittered by remorse for falsehoods which he had told in order
to save other Huguenots from persecution, he was asked by his
up, in 1756, to be sent to the galleys in place of his

who had been

arrested for the

betrothed, whether she ought to listen to a rich

man who sought

her hand with the approbation of her family, then oppressed by
He was disinterested enough to advise her to marry;
poverty.
but her heart revolted at the last moment, and she remained true
to her lover, who married her on his receiving pardon after eight

We

years of penal labor.

are also furnished with the

plot

of

a

drama which was founded on these facts, and did much to swell
that tide of popular feeling which finally brought toleration to
French Protestants two hundred years ago, thanks above all
other

men

Furniture Decoration,

for

November

The

its

is

more remarkable

illustrations than

for

its

"

The

number

American Journal of Psychology,
Professor
of Psychology and
Pedagogics in the Johns Hopkins University, has appeared, and is to
be published quarterly by N. Murray, Baltimore. The editor
announces that it is his object to record the psychological work
edited

first

by

of the

Stanley

G.

Hall,

of a scientific character as distinct from a speculative character.

The

vast progress

realized,

and the

The journal

will

made

field for

in this

department of

such a journal

have three departments

is,

print in

oil

always

much

It

good material

better) gives

painting,

intended.

is in a bold, vigorous
adapted to the subject and the purpose for which it is
The most popular illustrations are, however, the

numerous sketches of
lovers

cats

of these household

Landseers'
are

most

design for tapestry

"The Sportsman," by R. Arthurs,

style, well

very

method
difficult

of
to

and

kittens,

which

will

delight

Pleasant stories are
studying
these
animals,

pets.

portray

well.

The

Breton

is little

Original contributions

:

of a scientific character, digests and reviews, and notes, news, brie

mentions,

We

doubt

Controversy

etc.
if

it

is

possible

excluded as far as possible.
debar speculation from such a

will be
to

first article on " Normal Knee Jerk," by
Lombard, discusses causes which are to some extent speculative.
The numerous tables reminds one of the Smithsonian publications.
There is a golden mean in such matters which it is very difficult
for publishers to strike.
We hail this great work as the beginning
ofanewera in American psychology. It reflects largely what
has been piled up (in psychological inquiry into the mind) in
Germany during the last twenty years. It is to be hoped that
the immense amount of work that has been done in German,
French and Italian laboratories will find proper recognition.

magazine, and the

Freidenker- Almanack for 188S

is

rich,
in

not only in astron-

proverbs and other

There are no

than twenty-one poems, besides the ten little gems by Hermann
Schuricht, called " Shooting-Stars." Among the other poets are

for a study of this

A

years

brief quotations, as well as in original articles.

is

valuable example of light and shadow.

late

believe, very large.

for the

colors represents a fine

grapes with stem and leaves.

we

reading

bunch of purple
very strong and effective in
color, and where the natural object cannot be procured (which is

matter.

their

information.

The

and richness of

have

Embroidery in America." The literary department
and hints, criticisms of books and paintings, and biographies of American and foreign artists.
The
monthly visits of this bright periodical are sufficient to keep the
amateur au courant with what is going on in the world of art,
and to refresh and help the student with suggestion and
on

of talks

to Voltaire.

The Art Amateur

will

Mrs. T. M. Wheeler will contribute a series

appropriate place.

omical and chronological information, but
variety

Ellen Welby's
in outline, will

Carving, Church

ment

steps towards

With each

before the subscribers to this popular art journal.

told

all

oi

which
peasant

less

Otto Soubron and Hugo Andriessen, to the last of whom we also
a very interesting account of Francesca da Rimini. Paul

owe

Carus explains "The meaning of Monism." Aristotle's doctrine
The labor question is
of Substance is set forth by Robert Nix.
brought forward in "They Will not Learn Anything," by Maximilian Grossman, and in "Socialism and Individualism," by J. Lucas.
We have also part of an address on "Prejudice" by Edward
Schroeter; a satire on conservative apathy, entitled "Nothing
New," by Friedrich Schiinemann Pott; and an instructive sketch
on the history of the Constitution of the United States and its
principal amendments, by C. Hermann Boppe.

